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from distant lands to participate in the
games, and the winner gains the honor of
wearing the Champions Belt for the next
year, when he must defend his title from
all challengers. Yet this year, something
dire festers in the arena's foundations,
for its director plots one of the final
omens heralding the Age of Worms.

"The Champions Belt" is a DUNGEONS
8l DRAGONS adventure designed for four
9th-level characters. It is also the fifth
installment of the Age of Worms Adven-
ture Path, a complete campaign consist-
ing of 12 adventures, several "Backdrop"
articles to help Dungeon Masters run the
series, and a handful of poster maps of
key locations. For additional aid in run-
ning this campaign, check out DRAGON'S

. ..', -
#337 of DRAGON for guldehnesonwhat
they can purchase in the Free City.

Of course, you can also run "The
Champion's Belt" as a stand-aloneadven-
ture., or even as a part of a campaign of
your own design.

A()ven'tURe BackgRoUn()
1Welve years ago, the mighty gladiator Loris

Raknian retired after a brilliant care~r in the

Free City Arena. He used his influence to

gain control of the arena., became a manager

for promising gladiators, and invested most

of the wealth he had amassed thus far in suc-

cessful business activities. Today, Raknian's

star is ascendant. He is well-loved by the

citizens of the Free Citv. and his creation of
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Yet in spite of his success and fame, the
ageing Raknian has lived every day since
his retirement in fear. Fear of death. His
narcissistic personality could not tolerate
the inevitable decline of his mortal body,
and as the once indomitable gladiator of a
thousand fights watched his hair turn gray
and felt his bones begin to ache, he real-
ized time was the only opponent he could
not beat. Raknian secretly grew more and
more jealous of the impudent, ambitious
young gladiators who fought for glory
in his arena. Yet he dared not endanger
his public image, so he kept his jealousy
well hidden. Over the years, this jealousy
festered and ate at him from within. Rak-
man began to use his vast resources to
search for a method to restore his vigor



and youth, but as one solution after the the Free City Arena rettained ttom seeing She puts the PCs in contact with one of
other proved false, his fear continued to other women ~d focused on his office. In her friends, a bard named Ekaym Small-
grow. He turned to questionable allies his off hours, he spent much of his time cask who is seeking a band of gladiators to
and sinister sources as less distasteful with Bozal, learning more with each pass- sponsor in the Games..Ekaym has a hidden
methods of preserving his youth failed. ing night ofBozal's god Kyuss and his dark motive for his gladiators, for it was his sis-
He formed a close mendship with a cleric promises. Ralarian was intrigued by Bozal's ter Lahaka who went missing months ago
ofHextor named Theldrick during these words, recognizing many similar themes to in the arena. He hopes that the PCs get a
during these dark times, and eventually the teachings of his old belief in the Ebon chance to explore the chambers below the
became a hidden financial support of the Triad. Yet Bozal's words seemed strangely arena in between their public fights and
Ebon Triad, Theldrick's heretical cult. In more potent to Ralarian. The two began to discover what happened to his sister.
return for Raknian's donations, Theldrick secretly prepare the ritual to mark Ralarian As participants to the tournament, the
put the aging gladiator in contact with as a favorite of Kyuss, since escape ttom PCs must spend several days in the arena
a mysterious cleric the Ebon Triad had decay was a favor granted only to his most understructure, where they also have a
gone to for advice before. This was the devout worshippers. Such an unholy mir- chance to discover the Apostle of Kyuss
sinister tiefling Bozal Zahol. acle also required a massive sacrifice per- and prevent its terrifying rise. During

Bozal Zahol spoke of secret rituals and formed by one of the Apostles ofKyuss and the day, they must battle other gladia-
potent prayers that, if offered to his mys- involving the "Blood of a Champion." tors in the arena to reach the final, fateful
terious god, could halt the aging process. Raknian is now firmly in Bozal's match of the Champion's Games.
Bozal explained that his deity held the clutches. The two have chosen this year's
keys to decay, and only he could exempt a Champion's Games as the altar for their A()ven'tURe Hooks
human from old age. Raknian was natu- sacrifice to Kyuss, as Raknian has come "The Champion's Belt" is meant to serve as
rally suspicious, and when Bozal Zahol to believe that the gladiators scheme an episode of the Age ofWorms Adventure
wouldn't offer him proof or reveal the against him and wait eagerly for his Path. If you have played through the pre-
name of his god, Raknian had the cleric demise so one of them can replace him vious four installments of the adventure
escorted ttom his palace-but not before as the younger, more handsome director path, the heroes suspect that Loris Ralarian
accepting a small magic token that would of the Free City Arena. One gladiator in is an associate of the Ebon Triad, as he
allow Raknian to contact Bozal if (when) particular, the fighter Auric, has become attempted an assassination against them.
he changed his mind. That would have synonymous with Raknian's paranoia, Ralarianis a very powerful figure in the Free
been the end of the story, if not for a and if all goes according to plan, it will City, and is also very popular in his role of
young woman named Lahaka. be Auric's blood that anoints the Apostle director of the arena. This means that the

Ralarian kept many lovers and consorts ofKyuss on the eve of the final game. heroes have little hope to turn the authori-
over the years; as a man of wealth and Raknian's recent discovery of the ties against him in a short time, even with
power, he never lacked for companionship. destruCtion of the Ebon Triad cell in Dia- the evidence ttom the mind £layer's led-
Lahaka was an intriguing, exotic jewel ttom mond Lake (along with the loss of his old ger ttom "The Hall of Harsh Reflections."
the distant south, and she caught Raknian's friend Theldrick) concerns the old gladia- Raknian is reluctant to take direct action
eye two years ago. He took her as his lover, tor greatly. What if these adventurers dis- against the heroes at this time as he is very
and for a year they were happy. Yet Lahaka covered the link between him and Thel- busy with his office and his dark schemes.

grewtiredofRaknian'segoandself-impor- drick?Raknian took no chances,andin the If the heroes accept Celeste's suggestion to
tance, and when a young gladiator named previous adventure tried to have the PCs enroll in the Champion's Games, the direc-
Auric won the Champion's Games for the killed. tor of the arena actually sees this fact as an
second year in a row, she made no secret opportunity to get rid of them, and eagerly
of her admiration for the youthful, hand- A()venWRe Synopsis observes the PCs as they make their way to
some warrior. When Raknian confronted "The Champion's Belt" allows the PCs to the last round of the tournament
her about this, she spurned him and said participate in the Champion's Games, and This adventure serves well outside the
he had grown too old to satisfy her. In the gives them a chance to prevent the sacri- context of the Age of Worms Adventure
grip of rage, Raknian strangled Lahaka. It fice to Kyuss scheduled for the last day Path for any city with a gladiatorial arena
was in this state of anger, madness, and of the celebration. Further, it gives them and a party in need of an infusion of cash.
morbid depression that Raknian called a chance to defeat Raknian, whom they In this case, the subplot of discovering
upon Bozal and told him he was willing learned at the end of the previous adven- what happened to Ekyam's sister becomes
to accept his wisdom in return for escape ture, "The Hall of Harsh Reflections," had the primary plot of the adventure.
ttom the horrors of old age. .paid for their assassinations. Yet Raknian In any event, the one thing the PCs

With the cleric's aid, the distraught Rak- is a well-loved public official, and as such need to know about before starting this
nian was able to hush up Lahaka's murder he is difficult to reach. adventure is that Loris Raknian recently
and dispose of her body. Soon, her disap- The answer comes ttom a beautiful purchased an item called the Apos-
pearance was forgotten. The director of and mysterious woman named Celeste. tolic Scrolls ttom a disreputable source.



If you've played "The Hall of Harsh Some of the items the PCs give Eligos has never seen so many references to
Reflections" the PCs probably learned (Zosiel's silver diadem, the two demon it from so many different sources as
this by investigating Zyrxog's ledger. horns, and the inactive talisman of the the information the PCs provide him.
Otherwise, you should have the PCs dis- sphere) have nothing to do with the Age Something is certainly building.
cover this information in a prior adven- of Worms. Eligos can tell them some
ture, perhaps in the form of a receipt in tidbits of information (the horns once If thePCs don't mention Loris Rak-
a smuggler's den. belonged to a fiend named Kizarvidexus nian's purchase of the Apostolic Scrolls

who was slain by a wind duke named on their own, they'll certainly be moved
PART ONE: Icosiol, for example), but the true finds to do so when Eligos mentions them.

AN OPPORTUN ITV are: the preserved Kyuss worm, the slow Upon finding out that these fabulously
F OR VI 01 EN CE worm tainted potions, Theldrick's jour- rare scrolls are in town, and worse, that
Give the PCs time to recover from their nal, Grallak Kur's encrypted scribblings, someone as important as Loris Raknian
battles against Zyrxog the mind flayer and news of infested dragon eggs. You has purchased them, Eligos's counte-
before starting this adventure. The PCs are should roleplay the sage's lecture to the nance turns dark. He can tell the PCs
probably itching to confront Loris Rak- PCs, but make sure he conveys the fol- little about the Apostolic Scrolls save that
nian or considering the wisdom of skip- lowing key pieces of information before they are reputed to have been penned by
ping town, but give them some time to ending the encounter. Kyuss himself and detail the creation of
talk over their plans. At some point before the ulgurstasta. These massive undead
they take matters into their own hands or . All of these clues point to the involve- creatures are capable of consuming the
flee town, they receive word from Eligos ment of a minor deity of the creation living and regurgitating them as undead.
that he's got some information for them and mastery of undead called Kyuss. The Apostolic Scrolls are said to contain
about their discoveries in Diamond Lake, ' . The worm-infested undead are the rituals that allow an ulgurstasta to cre-

and invites them to dinner at his house in most notorious (and the least danger- ate even more powerful undead, spewing
the Garden District of the Free City. ous) of Kyuss' spawn. Their presence in them out at a tremendous rate.

Eligos's house is a white marble manor. the region, combined with the discov- As their meeting draws to a close, Eligos
The interior is equally ostentatious and ery of the various worms, indicates that recommends that the PCs investigate Loris
impressive. A more detailed description the cult of Kyuss is certainly becoIning Raknian and his unsettling interest in the
of his manor appears in "The Hall of more active in the area. Spawn ofKyuss Apostolic Scrolls. If the PCs tell him that Rak-
Harsh Reflections," in DUNGEON #127. are especially dangerous in that they are nian's already tried to have them killed, Eli-

When the PCs arrive, they are shown horrifically fecund. gos nods and observes that this just further
into the parlor by Eligos's aged elven . The cult ofKyuss has traditionally been damns the director of the Free City Arena.
manservant Pollard (N male elf expert small, often consisting of single priests Obviously, he learned of the PCs' actions in
2). Eligos (LN male human fighter 2/wiz- who live double lives as upstanding citi- Diamond Lake and took matters into his
ard 7/loremaster 2) is already waiting for lens. Recent evidence suggests that the own hands. Eligos recommends caution;
them, seated in a tall, velvet-upholstered Ebon Triad may have involved the smaller Raknian is a powerful man and remains
chair. Several other chairs sit in the room (but older) cult of Kyuss in its schemes. quite popular with the city government Any
(one for each PC), arrayed around a low Eligos suspects some dark purpose direct confrontation would only reveal to
table set with several tantalizing dishes. behind this sinister alliance, possibly him the extent of the PCs' knowledge, and
Eligos rises as the PCs enter the room. related to the coIning Age ofWorms. force him to cash in a few of the numer-

. Tales of the Age of Worms itself are as ous favors the city government owes him A
"Good evening, my friends! I trust you old as anything. Often known by other wiser course of action would be to infiltrate
brought your appetites? I tend to eat din- names (the End Times, The Dark Age, the arena itself and find more concrete evi-
ner as I get the chance, and I hope this and the Eternal Ruin among others), dence that Raknian's up to no good. If the
somewhat informal repast doesn't offend the Age of Worms is an ancient set of PCs can find proof that he means ill will to
you. Good, I thought not. In any event, prophecies that speak of a transfor- the Free City itseU; they'll have no problems
let's eat-after dinner, I'll tell you what I've mation of the world, of a time when convincing the government to help. And if
learned of your little green worms." life gives way to something else. These they can recover the Apostolic Scrolls (and find

prophecies are recorded in certain out what Raknian intends to do with them)
The dinner itself should be pleasant rare texts like the Book of Vile Darkness, while they're at it, so much the better.

and idle, with Eligos asking the PCs to Libris Mortis, the Necronomicon, and Raknian obviously knows who the PCs
recount tales of their adventures up to . the Apostolic Scrolls, and are inscribed are, and normally this would make it diffi-

this point. When dinner is over, he takes on the walls of ancient ruins across cult for them to get into the arena to inves-
the various items and notes that the PCs the world. Many cults and soothsay- tigate the director. Fortunately, the Champi-
had given him to research and begins ers have developed their own theories on's Games are starting in a few short days,
telling them what he's learned. about the Age of Worms, but Eligos andRakniandoubtlesshasmuchelseonhis



mind In fact, Eligos says he might have just

the opportunity the PCs are looking for. He

tells them that one of his mends came to

him just yesterday, seeking a group ofheroes

to enter the Champion's Games. What bet-

ter way to sneak into the arena than under

the guise of gladiators? Eligos promises the

PCs that he will put his mend, a woman

named Celeste, in contact with them as soon

as possible. Until then, they should rest and

recover &om their adventures.

few magic items or explore the surround-
ing neighborhood. Refer to the "Back-
drop: The Free City" article in this issue
of DUNGEON for inspiration. Eventually, a
day or two before the Champion's Games
are set to begin, the PCs are visited at the
Crooked House (or wherever they may be
staying in the city) by Celeste, a beauti-
ful human woman who is more than she

"

handcrafter which is detailed in the Shack-

led City Adventure Path.

After introductions, Celeste says that

her friend Eligos told her that the PCs

are seeking a sponsor for the Champion's

Games. She suspects that they may have

their own reasons for wanting to get into

the arena, but trusts Eligos enough that she

doesn't need to know the details. All that

concerns her is that the PCs come highly

recommended by the sage and should be
able to help her mend Ekaym.

Celeste informs the PCs that all partici-

pants in the Champion's Games must fight

for a licensed manager. These licenses are

difficult to come by, but fortunately for the

PCs Ekaym happens to posses just such a

license but has no gladiators to fight for

him. Ekaym is a visiting merchant from

the distant south, in the Free City for an

extended period. He asked Celeste for

help in recruiting some gladiators.

A little flamboyant and loud, Ekaym

is still a likable-enough fellow. He seems

to be up front about his
CeIes'te interest in the Champion's

Games-managing a suc-

cessful group of gladiators

is a great way to make a lot

of money and meet a lot

of women. If the PCs

tell him about their

personal goals in the

'\ arena, he cuts them

off before they get

too far into it. As long as

their antics don't jeopar-

dize their fights, he doesn't

care what the PCs are up to.

Of course, Ekaym has another,

deeper motivation-his older sister
was Lahaka, the woman Raknian secretly

murdered a year ago. An entertainer of some

fame, Lahaka's disappearance has tormented

Ekaym for months and only recently has

he ~ed to track down her last-known

location, as one of Raknian's favored con-

sorts. Arriving at the Free City a few weeks

ago, Ekaym found out about the Champion's

Games and purchased a manager's license

at great expense on the Free City black

market. He's found that recruiting a com-

petent, trustworthy group of "gladiators"
is a more difficult prospect, and turned

to Celeste for aid. He hopes that the PCs

Mee'ting Celes'te
Give the PCs time to recover from their
previous adventures and perhaps make a

seems (see the sidebar "A Familiar Face").

Celeste (CG female ghaele eJadrin bard 4)

is accompanied by a handsome but rather

short fellow in his late thirties who wears

a fine blue robe, polished knee-high boots,

and carries a lute slung on the shoulder.

This is her close mend Ekaym Smallcask

(NG male human fighter 3/bard 4/high

handcrafter 3), a member of a secret society

of merchants known as the Chisel Ekaym's

stats are not presented here as he is unlikely

to get into combat-he possesses levels in

a specialized prestige class called the high



Smallcask

snoop around the arena and find out what games themselves consist I
may have happened to his sister. of a massive four-round

Assuming the PCs are interested in becom- elimination event, inter-
ing gladiators, Ekaym shakes their hands and spersed with spectacle fights
offers to buy them dinner while he goes over that pit gladiators against
the competition's rules. Celeste takes her exotic monsters and other
leave of the party, but as she does she says unique foes. A single team
that if they do well in the games, she may have can consist of no more than
need of their services again in the future. eight members. Familiars

Ekaym initially asks for 50% of the tourna- do not count as members,
ment winnings, but a Diplomacy check can but larger animal compan-
reduce his share. With a DC 15 Diplomacy ions, mounts, and cohorts do. --
check, he agrees to lower his share to 30% of Finally, each team of gladiators
the total winnings. With a DC 30 Diplomacy must identify itself with a name and
check, he agrees that splitting the winnings designate a leader.
evenly between hiInself and all of the PCs is The tournament is fought in
acceptable. Once the deal is set, the PCs must four successive rounds of
sign their names to his gladiator license. He elimination. The first
tells them they may spend the next few days round consists of six
as they wish, but that they must be at the Free battles of free-for-
Dinner at no later than 6:00 PM the evening all combat between
beforethegamesbeginorthey'llbedisquali- groups of four
fied before they start. teams. The second

day is for rest-PART lWO: THE ing and recu- '

CHAMPION)S GAMES perating. The six
The Champion's Games is a five-day- winners of the first
long gladiatorial tournament that takes round of battles
place annually in the Free City Arena. The are paired off into



Champion's Games Timeline We Won't: Play GlaoiaLor?!
Day 0, 6:00 PM: Event I-The Free Dinner If the PCs don't want to prove themselves in the Champion's I
Day 0, 8:00 PM: Event 2-lnto the Coenoby Games, don't push them to become gladiators, since they'll
Day 1, 10:00 AM: Event 3-First Battle probably resent your attempt at railroading. Make it clear, how-
Anytime after Event 3: Event 4-Ekaym's Request ever, that the decision to not take part in the tournament can-
Day 3, 2:00 PM: Event 5-Second Battle not be reconsidered once the Games have begun.
Day 4,12:00 PM: Event 6-Madtooth the Hungry The PCs can still watch the Champion's Games as specta-
Day 5, 12:00 PM: Event 7-Final Battle tors. The PCs can still place bets on gladiators involved in the

" ' Champion's Games with the local bookmakers.
ChampIOn s Pr?lzeS Although the PCs will miss the excitement of the arena
Prizes are awarded after each fight. Loris Raknian personally hands battles, they must still plan their infiltration of the arena sub-
over the trophy and the cash prize to the gladiatorteam's manager structure. Penetrating this area from outside is a difficult task,
up in the stands, while the winning gladiator team gets a few for Raknian's guards are constantly stationed at every entrance
moments to bask in the glory of their win before the crowd before and don't allow just anyone to enter. A DC 40 Diplomacy check
they are escorted back to area H and thence back to the Coenoby. is good enough to convince the guards to let the PCs in (or a
Traditionally, the team's leader keeps any trophies and splits the DC 25 Diplomacy check, along with a bribe of at least 500 gp).
cash payout with the gladiators. Reaching the understructure without risking a major fight with

The prizes for each day break down as follows. Raknian's troops is impossible, and alternative ways require
Day 1: Winning teams of the first round recieve a bronze trophy appropriate magic and/or skill.

depicting a bull (worth 100 gp) and a cash payout of 2,000 gp. A safer way to reach the understructure is via dimension
Day 2: No fights occur on this day. The winning teams can rest door or teleport, but the use of these spells is limited by the

and relax in the Coenobywhilethe arena above is utilized for games, party's knowledge of their destination. Any ex-participant of
demonstrations of magic, and non-tournament mock battles. the tournament (DC 20 Gather Information to locate) can sup-

Day 3: Winning teams of the second round recieve a silver ply the necessary information about the Coenoby and other
trophy depicting a dwarf gladiator (worth 500 gp) and a cash locations he visited.
payout of 5,000 gp. As a last resort, the PCs can make a DC 25 Gather Informa-

Day 4: Winning teams of the third round recieve a gold tro- tion check to learn of rumors that a secret passage somewhere
phy depicting a human gladiator (worth 1,000 gp) and a cash in town leads to the old tunnels that run under the arena foun-
payout of 10,000 gp. dations. This passage eventually connects to the Service Level of

Day 5: The winner of the Champion's Games wins the right the undestructure (area IS). The location of the secret passage is
to wear the Champion's Belt (worth 2,000 gp) for a year, along up to you, and finding/using it can be an interesting side trek
with a cash payout of 20,000 gp. in the Free City.

three team-versus-team battles on the third are placed as the nobles have the opportu- of the ancient structure's watchtowers, cre-
day. On the fourth day, two of the three nitytomeetthegladiatorsandevaluatetheir ating an effective safety cordon around the
remaining teams fight each other, while the mjght and commeasure the first bets. arena itself Raknian built a large barracks
third team fights a special exhibition match After the Free Dinner, the gladiators for his guards into a section of the arena
against an exotic monster. The fourth and are escorted to a huge underground cave terraces and has chosen a nearby building
final round is a face-to-face battle between below the arena. This is the Coenoby as his personal residence, expanding it and
the two remaining teams on the fifth day. (pronounced see-no-bie), and it is home conne~g it to the arenas main tribune
As a general rule, the team that fought the for the gladiators until their elimination (see the Arena Grounds map).
monster the day before tends to have a slight nom the competition or the end of the The arena can seat 18,000 spectators if
advantage over the other team, since the Games. During the time the gladiators are they squeeze, but the Champion's Games
monster fight usually ends up consuming confined to the Coenoby, they are allowed usually draws (still respectable) crowds of
fewer resources than a full-on battle against meetings with their managers every other about 10,000. Seating occurs in 12 banks of
another team of gladiators. The winner of day. Any team not responding to a fight's 1,500 seats each. All the seats offer splendid
each round is awarded a generous prize to roll call or found guilty of violating any views of the field During the Champion's
be shared among the team members and rules of the tournament is immediately Games, there are three types of seats for sale.
their manager. disqualified and expelled from the Coe- The majority of the seats are high in the

The first day of the Champion's Games noby by Raknian's elite guards. tiers and sell for 1 sp per day. The lower seats
begins with the Free Dinner, a sumptuous closest to the action sell for 1 gp a day. The
outdoor banquet held on the battleground of The ARena G r?OU oOS 500 most expensive seats are situated in the
the arena itself at sundown. The Free Dinner The Free City Arena stands on a hillock in section nearest Raknian's palace. These seats
involves hundreds of people and is open to the northern part of the Free City. During are cushioned, shaded, and well-staffed by
Loris Ralrnian and his retinue, the licensed his time as director, Loris Raknian has pur- vendors; they sell for 50 gp a day.
managers, the gladiators, and the most afflu- chased many of the buildings surrounding During the day, the main gates of the
ent among the Free City's nobility. Wagers the arena, and has seen to the renovation arena are open to the public, and everyone



Raknian and his guests use when visiting
the Service Level.

F. This IS-foot-deep, 2-foot-wide chim-
ney leads to the Coenoby kitchen (area
17). The chimney top has an iron grate
over the top (hardness 8, hp 30, Break DC
28). A DC 15 Climb check is required to
navigate the chimney.

G. This 3-foot-wide maintenance man-
hole leads to the sewer system that can
eventually lead the PCs to the sewer col-
lector room under the arena (area 22).

H. This is a lift to area 1 of the Service
Level. This is the entrance that gladiators
use to enter and exit the arena.

lORis Raknian
Loris Raknian often wanders the arena

grounds during daylight hours, supervis-
ing the work or rebuking some hapless
laborer. The director of the arena always
appears fully armed and accompanied
by a group of his bodyguards. Raknian
encounters the PCs numerous times
during the adventure, so his statistics
are presented here.

Loris Raknian is a tall, heavily muscled
man in his early 50S. Famous for his great
strength, Raknian remains an exception-
ally hardy man today. He has short grizzled
hair, a strongjaw, and small gray eyes.

LORIS RAKNIAN CR 13

Male human fighter 13

LE Medium humanoid

Init +4; Senses Listen -I, Spot-l

Languages Common

AC 22, touch 12, flat-footed 22

hp 102 (13 H D)

Fort +10, Ref +4, Will +5

Spd 20 ft.

Melee +1 mighty c'ealling bastard sword

+19/+14/+9 (1d10+6/17-20)
Ranged mwk dagger +14 (ld4+3/19-20)

Base Atk +13; Grp +16

Atk Options Cleave, Improved Bull Rush,

Power Attack

Combat Gear potion of cure serious wounds

Abilities Str 16, Dex 11, Con 14, Int 11,

Wis 9, Cha 16

Feats Athletic", Cleave", Exotic Weapon

Proficiency (bastard sword)", Greater Weapon

Focus (bastard sword)", Improved Bull Rush,

Improved Critical (bastard sword)", Improved

Initiative, Iron Will, leadership, Power

during games. Their primary purpose is

to add ambience to the proceedings, but

in the case a fight gets out of control and

spills into the crowd they are expected to

do wl;iat they can to contain panic.

B. A passage in the basement of the War-

den's Barracks leads to the Service Level (area

1). This entrance is used by guards who patrol

the Service Level, as well as visitors to the

lower levels (such as gladiator managers).

C. A passage from Raknian's Pavilion

leads to the Service Level (area s); this

entrance is used by servants who work

in the Service Level.

D. The entrance to this,hidden passage

in the wall of one ofRaknian's wine cellars

can be found with a DC 25 Search check. It

leads to the Shrine ofKyuss (area 30).

E. This passage leads from the ground

floor ofRaknian's Palace to area S of the

Service Level. This entrance is the one

can watch workers prepare the arem for the

games. As the Champion's Games become

imminent, carpenters, smiths and stage

workers work feverishly to get everything

ready. As they toil, a robed figure super-

vises them-this is Talabir Welik (N male

human wizard 7), the tournament's referee.

A neutral wizard and totally extraneous to

Raknian's evildoing, Talabir is concerned

primarily with making sure the games

themselves run smoothly. He takes his

responsibility as referee of the Champion's

Games very seriously, and follows the rules

literally. Welik's toad familiar, Dreemik,
spends most of the time dozing in the wiz-

ard's coin pouch, pretending to be a dragon

sleeping on his hoard.

The following brief descriptions apply

to the map of the Free City Arena.

A These watchtowers are all manned

by four Arena Wardens (human warrior 2)



escapades. The same does
not hold true for Captain "
Okoral. Okoral is a mid-
dle-aged and quite skilled
assassin with a power-
ful yet lithe figure. He is
tanned, clean-shaven and
sports a thick crew cut, and '

looks younger than his age.
He is rarely seen with Rak-
nian in public, but has peri-
odic meetings with him to
discuss questions of security
and intelligence. When Rak-
nian needs something shady
handled, and he can't trust the
matter to outside agents (such
as the mind flayer Zyrxog), he
turns to Okoral

lORis
Raknian

AttackB, Toughness, Weapon Focus (bastard

sword)B, Weapon Specialization (bastard

sword)B
Skills Climb +18, Handle Animal +13,

Intimidate +13,jump +4, Ride +10, Swim-3

Possessions combat gear, breastplate of

command, +2 buckler, +1 mighty cleaving

bastard sword, 3 masterwork daggers,

cloak of Charisma +2, ring of protection +2

(shaped like coiling serpents)

Skills Balance +4, Bluff +10, Climb

+6, Disable Device +8, Diplomacy

+3, Disguise +7 (+9 acting), Gather

Information +7, Hide +13, Intimidate +7,

Jump +2, Listen +10, Move Silently +13,

Open Lock +9, Search +8, Sleight of Hand

+8, Spot +10, Tumble +8

Possessions combat gear, +2 chain shirt,

+1 wounding short sword, +1 shortsword,

masterwork light crossbow with 20 bolts,

rinq of protection +1

BODYGUARD CRS
Human fighter 5

LN Medium Humanoid

Init +1; Senses Listen +1, Spot +1

Languages Common

AC 18, touch 11, flat-footed 17

hp 42 (5 HD)

Fort +6, Ref +2, Will +4

Spd 20 ft.

Melee mwk longsword +10 (ld8+5/19-20)

Ranged mwk light crossbow +7 (ld8/19-20)

Base Atk +5; Grp +8

Atk Options Improved Bull Rush, Improved

Sunder, Power Attack

Combat Gear potion of cure moderate wounds

(2), potion ofjly

CAPTAIN OKORAL CR 10 \

Male human rogue 3/fighter 4/

assassin 3

LE Medium humanoid

Init +7; Senses Listen +10, Spot +10

Languages Common, Draconic, Infernal

AC 20, touch 14, flat-footed 17; Dodge,

uncanny dodge
hp 45 (10 H D)

Fort +6 (+7 vs poison), Ref +10, Will +2

Spd 30 ft.

Melee +1 wounding short sword +13/+8

(ld6+4 plus wounding) or

+1 wounding short sword +11/+6 (ld6+4

plus wounding) and

+1 short sword +11/+6 (ld6+3)

Ranged mwk light crossbow +12 (ld8/19-20)

Base Atk +8; Grp +9

Atk Options sneak attack +4d6

Special Atk death attack (DC 15)

Combat Gear potion of cure moderate

wounds, potion of haste, potion of resist

fire 10, 8 doses of blue whinnis poison, 2

doses of purple worm poison

Spells Prepared (CL 3rd):
2nd (l/day)-cat's grace, inllisibility

1st (3/day)--disguise se!j;feather fal/, true strike

Abilities Str 13, Dex 17, Con 10, Int 14,

Wis 8, Cha 12

SQ poison use, trapfinding, trap sense +1

Feats Alertness", Dodge, Improved Initiative,

Improved Two-Weapon Fighting, Two-

Weapon Fighting, Weapon Finesse",

Weapon Focus (short sword)", Weapon

Specialization (short sword)"

Raknian's SecuRi-cy
Raknian employs a small army of guards,
including an elite group of ex-gladiators
and ex-adventurers for the arena's secu-
rity. These guards are well paid, but their
loyalty to Raknian is equally inspired by
the director's legendary lack of mercy
when dealing with incompetence, insub-
ordination, and sloth.

The majority of Raknian's guards are
the Arena Wardens, 2nd-level human
warriors armed with short bows and
shortspears and clad in studded leather
armor. These guards reside in the War-
den's Barracks and patrol the arena
grounds, man the watchtowers, and
guard the outlying buildings. They wear
blue cloaks with large clasps shaped like
Raknian's bastard sword.

During big events like the Champion's
Games, the wardens are augmented by a
number of Pouncers (human commoner
2) hired by Raknian for crowd-control pur-
poses on the arena terraces. The pouncers
are unannored humans or half -orcs anned
with clubs, and are active only during day-
light hours. They are recognizable only
for their blue tabards. Pouncers patrol in
pairs, and report to the warden sergeants
stationed in the watchtowers.

Raknian's 3° personal guards, the
cream of his forces, reside in the Body-
guards' Barracks and are under the direct
command of Raknian's trusted cohort,
Okoral. These bodyguards wear distinc-
tive purple cloaks and are charged with
three directives: protect Raknian from
direct attacks, respond to alarms raised
in Raknian's Palace or the arena under-
structure, and patrol the Service Level of
the understructure after hours.

While these bodyguards are loyal, they
do not share Raknian's cruelty, nor do they
know the full story behind his personal



Abilities Str 16, Dex 13, Con 14, Int 10, Two great bonfires burn north of the seat- provide a copy of these rules on paper for
Wis 12, Cha 8 ing area, and scores of cooks, scullions, the PCs as you see fit.

Feats Improved Bull Rush, Improved and waiters are busy there with spits, Aftertherulesareexplained,LorisRak-
Sunders, Iron Wille, Power Attack, grills, and platters. nian takes the stage again and declares all
Weapon Focus (Iongsword) B, Weapon When the PCs and Ekaym arrive, Ekaym gladiators "Champions of the Free City"
Specialization (longsword)B prese~ts his license and a clerk records the for the duration of the Games (more

Skills Climb +8, Intimidate +7, Ride +9 PCs' names, the name of their group, and applause), and then signals for the Free
Possessions combat gear, masterwork takes a note on the group's leader. After Dinner to begin. Several bards take the

breastplate, +1 buckler, masterwork being admitted, the PCs are shown their stage and begin performing as servants
~ longsword, masterwork light crossbow table and servants soon provide plenty of carry huge platters offood out to the varl-
pi with 10 bolts, masterwork manacles delicious food and drink. The arena fills ous tables. Several events can take place
F quickly with guests and attendants, and during the dinner, as detailed below.

'Even't 1: The FRee DinneR shortly before 6:00, Raknian enters the Placing Wagers: Although a team's man-
The Free Dinner that precedes the Cham- arena with his retinue (Captain Okoral, ager is typically the one responsible for any
pions Games is a spectacular event, with Talabir, and six bodyguards) and the crowd public relations work during the banquet,
more than 200 guests and half again as greets him with thunderous applause. Rak- the PCs can easily become involved in dis-
many servants, cooks, musicians, and nian is quick on the pleasantries, and sits cussions about the Games or their own
other entertainers. The event itself takes at a prominent. table between the central skills. Bookkeepers, merchants, and noble-
place under the open sky on the arena bonfire and the stage, The current holder men, all seeking the best odds on wagers,
battleground. Numerous long banquet of the Champion's Belt, the gladiator take advantage of their invitation to the
tables are arrayed in a circle around a Auric, and his teammate Khellek also sit Free Dinner to interview the gladiators.
central wooden stage that gives enter- at Raknian's table. When Raknian presents Several certainly want to have a word with
tainers a place to perform. The entire Auric to the crowd, he is greeted with even the PCs about their strengths and weak-
area is festooned with flowers, ribbons, more applause. nesses, giving the characters a chance to
and multicolored pennants. The arena Next, Talabir takes the stage and runs brag about their past exploits. As untested
gates open for the event at 5:00 PM, and down the specific rules for arena combat. newcomers, the PCs' group has fairly high
a patrol ofRaknian's wardens takes posi- The rules are encapsulated in the Rules odds. Gladiators are allowed (and often
tion before each one, checking invita- of Battle sidebar on page 41. You can role- encouraged) to place bets on themselves or
tions and keeping an eye on the situation. play Talabir's speach, or you can simply other teams, but must arrange for payment



OKORAl

I two of his allies (Zyrxog

~ the illithid and Theldrick

the cleric), and Raknian's
~ initially not sure how to

handle the PCs, nor is he

sure if they know he hired

Zyrxog. He decides to let

things go for now, but if

the PCs make it through

the firSt battle, he begins

to plot against them. For

now, he plays coy. If the

PCs approach him to speak

with rum, he treats them as

any other group of gladia-

tors-honorably if tersely.

If the PCs don't take the

hint, Captain Okoral and

his guards ask the PCs to

return to their tables. If

the PCs continue harass-

ing Raknian or accuse
. - him of any crimes, they

are escorted ttom the arena and disquali-

fied ttom the games. Raknian takes other

routes to handle them (such as sending

Okoral after them) in this event.

Ekaym's Obsession: At some point dur-

ing the dinner, allow PCs who have spent

any significant amount of time near Ekaym

a DC 20 Sense Motive check. Success

indicates that the PC notices that Ekaym

seems to be more interested in observing

and listening to Raknian than in promot-

ing their team to the bookkeepers. If con-

ttonted, Ekyam tries to play

off his apparent obsession

as an interest in all things

political and spends the rest

of the evening representing

the party well. Of course,

Ekaym is watching Rak-
,

nian to see ifhe can pick'

up any clues as to his

sister's fate.

Tirra's Visit: At some

point during the Free Dinner,

the PCs receive a visit ttom

Tina (N female elf rogue 9),

an adventurer associated with

Auric's party. Dressed in stun-

ning soiree attire, the beautiful

rogue (herself a member of the

Free City's Guild of Thieves) has a

proposal for one Qfthe PCs ttom the

through their manager. If a team can't pay

up their wager, it is their manager who

must pick up the tab. Consult the Game

Wagers sidebar for details on how the

Champion's Games betting pool works if

the PCs want to get in on the action.

Adjusting the Odds: The PCs, as

unknown gladiators, begin as rank 3 gladi-

ators. During the Free Dinner, the PCs can

try to adjust these odds with Bluff checks.

The party can attempt to adjust their odds

up to three times during the Free Din-

ner. The PC with the highest Bluff modi-

fier makes the primary roll, and can be

assisted by any other PCs who make a DC

10 check-each success grants the pri-

mary PC a +2 bonus to his roll. The DC to

alter rank depends on what rank the PCs

are currently at. You can only increase or

decrease your rank by a maximum of 1 per

check. As the adventure continues, the PCs'

rank continues to increase as indicated in

the sidebar. The rank of other gladiators

shifts as well, but not as quickly, since you

can assume that they're not as aggressive

about presentation.

Raknian's Interest Any PC that watches

Ralmian for any amount of time may make a

DC 15 Sense Motive check. Success indicates

the PC notices that Raknian seems to have

an unusual interest in them. Of course, this

is due to the fact that the PCs have defeated

GlabiaooR Ranks
Gladiator rank determines the payout you get when a

team you bet on wins a match. A team's rank increases as

they achieve success in the games in one of three ways:

. Each time a team wins a competition, its rank

increases by +1.
. A successful Bluff check made during the Free Din-

ner can reduce or increase a team's rank by 1.
. Each time a team member scores a critical hit on

an enemy gladiator, there's a 25% chance the team's

rank increases by +1.

Bluff DC
Gladiator Rank Payout to Alter
1 (minimum) 1 gp pays 10 gp 40
2 1 gp pays 5 gp 30
3 (initial PC rank) 1 gp pays 3 gp ~~
4 1 gp pays 2 gp 20

5 1 gp pays 1 gp 15
6 2 gp pays 1 gp 20
7 3 gp pays 1 gp 25
8 5 gp pays 1 gp 30
9 (maximum) 10 gp pays 1 gp 40

~- ~- - ~- ~ . ~ =:;-~

Master Thief The Master Thie£; impressed
by accounts on the PCs he has heard, thinks
that they have a good chance at winning the
final match and could thus dethrone Auric's
Warband. He wants to place a big bet on
them with the arena bookmakers, many of
whom are under Raknian's control. For the
final round, the bookmakers have offered
the Thieves' Guild special odds for wagers
against Auric's Warband. Tirra informs the
PCs that if they can defeat Auric, Khellek,
and their leatherworks (flesh golems), the
Guild is willing to split a portion of their
winnings amounting to 7,500 gp to the
group if they're willing to part with 2,500
gp of their own up ttont If any of the party
members are looking for an angle to get
into the Free City Thieves' Guild, Tirra
whispers to them that paying up and win-
ning the Champion's Games may well be
enough to get them in. Finally, she asks the
party for a personal favor: if they do go up
against Auric, she hopes they'll fight merci-



Rules of- Battle Game WageRs Mee't'the Compe'ti'tlon
. All battles are potentially lethal, but The Champion's Games are inexo- Although "The Champion's Belt"

a gladiator always has the option of rably tied to betting and wagers. details only a few encounters between
surrender. To surrender, a gladiator Several merchants and bookkeepers the PCs and the other gladiators,
must drop his weapons, kneel, and (sponsored by Raknian) keep track of chances are that the PCs talk to the
hold both hands in the air. A gladia- the odds on a large slate board in the competition more than once. This list
tor who attacks a surrendering foe is arena, but there is no central booking of gladiators is provided to aid any ad-
immediately disqualified (and likely agency in place. Bets are handled on lib encounters you may need to run
arrested for assault or murder). A a personal level between individuals, between the PCs and other groups.
gladiator who surrenders and then but by mandate of the city govern- There are 24 teams of gladiators in
attacks another gladiator is also ment, taking bets requires ownership all. Their group names, ELs, and initial
immediately disqualified. ' of a booking license. These licenses ranks are detailed below.. Gladiators that can fly or levitate may are available for the low price of 100
do so up to a height of 40 feet. A gp from the city-it's much easier to Team Name EL Initial Rank
gladiator that flies any higher is dis- collect your taxes up front than trying Arcane Auriga 10 6
qualified. Burrowing into the arena's to chase down the winners afterward, Auric's Warband 12 9
floor is forbidden. All of the gladiator teams have a Badlands Revenge 9 5

. A match persists until one team is vic- rank, and this rank determines the Chuko's Ravens 7 4
torious, either through the death or payout ratio for wagers. These ratios Draconic Brood 11 7
the surrender of all opposing teams. are listed in the "Gladiator Ranks" Drunken Devilry 6 3

. Winning gladiators have no right to sidebar. Wagers generally have a maxi- Final Phoenix 7 3
the spoils of the fallen. A defeated mum of 250 gp, but a successful DC 25 Guttuggers 8 4
gladiator keeps his gear, or in the case Gather Information check can uncover Iron Hill Monkeys 5 3
of death, ownership of gear reverts to some high rollers who accept wagers Night Owls 4 2
his team or manager. up to 500 gp. One of Us 4 2

. Any tactic that endangers spectators is Some of the gladiators are return- Pitch Blade 12 8
grounds for immediate disqualifica- ing competitors from previous years, Rauth's Dragoons 6 3
tion and possible legal action. , while others are new and untested. Sapphire Squad 9 5

. A disqualified gladiator must cease Rankings are given in the "Meet the Snow Leopards 9 4
fighting at once and must move to the Competition" sidebar. Teeth of Kord 5 3
edge of the field of battle immediately. If the PCs place wagers on other The Crazy Eight 6 4
Fail~re t~ comply res,ults in the dis-, battles, you can run those battles on The Fistha~mers 8 4
quailficatlon of the entire team. Once a I a round by round basis after gene rat- The G raved Iggers 8 3
gladiator is disqualified, he may no lon- ing stat blocks for each of the groups The Skull of Murq 9 5
gertake part in any remaining battles. involved in order to determine who' The Unhumans 7 4

. Awards are given after each battle. wins. This is, of course, horrifically The Woodchuckers 3 1
time-consuming. Instead, try to Varmint Patrol 5 2

. ,encourage the PCs to place bets on (Player Characters) - 3

fully. Aunc and Khellek are her friends, and (or even against) their own battles.
she'd like to see them make it through the If the PCs insist on placing bets on the other gladiators are led to area H on
games. If asked why she's not taking part, other games, one quick and easy way the arena grounds, and over the course of
Tirra makes a wry face and observes that, to determine the winner of a battle is an hour each group is lowered down to
"Brawling with gladiators is bad for busi- to have each group of gladiators make area 1 of the understructure. Then, with
ness." If any of the PCs in your group has a d20 check mod ified by thei r grou p's over a hundred fellow gladiators of the
already established a relationship withTirra EL. The. winner. of 3 out of 5 of these most widely varying races and callings,
earlier in the campaign, she may well spend checks IS the WI nner of that battle. the PCs are led even deeper underground

the rest of the evening at that character's (via the stairs in area 5) to the large, partly
side, trading stories and companionship a pyrotechnics spell and several illusions natural, partly artificial cave called the
until the dinner is over. cast by Talabir Welik. In the sudden Coenoby (area 16).

Fireworks Display: The Free Dinner silence that follows, the dancers fall to the The Coenoby is unusually comfortable,
ends with an impressive show of fire- ground and Loris Raknian announces in smoothly floored, well-lit and warm, and
works. A group of dancers surrounds a deep baritone voice: "The Champion's outfitted with an underground stream of
the central bonfire and begins whirling Games have begun!" fresh water. Here the PCs are given one
around it, their lean bodies outlined by of the twenty-four underground lodges
the roaring flames. As the dance builds, fven't 2: Inro '(;he Coenoby available to the gladiators (see Part Three
an impressive display of explosions and After the banquet, the PCs must part with for a description of these quarters). The
arcs of fire and lightning burst upward Ekaym (and Tirra, if she's still present), place is very crowded, but everyone knows
into the air from the bonfire, thanks to who wishes them good luck. The PCs and that the number of gladiators is going to



One rumor that the PCs should hear at
some point suggests that ghouls once
dwelt in the area of underground build-
ings to the south known as the Titan's
House. This rumor says that Raknian
himselfbeat back the ghouls and plugged
the entrance to their warren with a stone
seal in the pool in the Titan's House, but
no gladiator has ever tried to open the
plug to verify these stories.

Even"t 3: FiRS"t Battle (EL 12)
When the PCs awake on the first day,
they find a crowd has gathered near the
meal tables at the north end of the Coe-
noby-the day's battles have been posted
to the wall near the door to area 17 and the
gladiators are eager to see who they'll be
fighting. The PCs are scheduled to fight
in the second round, starting at 10:00 AM.
Their opponents are the following teams:
"Arcane Auriga," "Badlands Revenge," and
"Sapphire Squad."The first battle is sched-
uled for 8:00 AM, so the PCs should have
some time to appraise or even interact
with members of these three teams. If they
don't, the other gladiators certainly seek out
the PCs to do the same.

drop to one sixth by the end of the follow-
ing day, so nobody worries too much.

Numerous Arena Wardens patrol the
Coenoby, their presence often being the
only thing that keeps the peace. Apart
from the gladiators and the guards,
the only others present are the team of
chefs and waiters who cater to the par-
ticipants. This personnel is accompanied
by a strong force of guards and prepares
three meals a day before the morning,
afternoon, and evening periods. The
kitchen doubles as the infirmary, where
Palemon Nodor (N male human expert
5; Heal +17), an old barber and surgeon
hired by Raknian, is available to treat
gladiators who are in peril of their life
with his Heal skill. Palemon is a strictly
professional person who rarely lets him-
s,elfbe involved in evil (or good) pursuits.
He is quite knowledgeable about the
Free City, the Coenoby, and the Titan's
House. Palemon can be a useful source
of information for the PCs during their
stay in the arena understructure.

Due to the high number of tenants
in the Coenoby, the control ofRaknian's
guards is very strict during the first night.

Gladiators are expected to remain in this
ch~ber until the games begin the next
day. See the description of the Coenoby
in Part Three if the PCs start to explore.
If the PCs wish to socialize, they'll find
most of the other gladiators too ner-
vous, excited, or just too unfriendly to
want to talk. Nonetheless, you can use
this opportunity to introduce the PCs to
some of the gladiators they'll be fighting
against in the days to come. Every hour,
save for the hours between 10:00 PM and
6:00 AM, a servant sounds a low horn a
number of times to announce the hour.

After the battles begin, many of these
rooms double as recovery chambers. Pale-
mon is on hand to provide what aid he can,
but his attentions are limited. 1YPically, a

gladiator's manager brings healing potions
or a cleric to the Coenoby the day after a
fight, but otherwise, the PCs must tend to
their own ills.

During their stay. in the Coenoby,
characters may hear all sorts of gossip
and rumors, Some of these might be tall
tales about the other gladiators, while
others could be actual and useful tidbits
about a gladiator team's weaknesses.



Arcane Auriga: This team consists of Badlands Revenge first. Korush fights win this one quite easily, and the fight
four elven women, exiles nom the court using a unique and artistic fighting style, proceeds fairly throughout. The guards
of Celene for scandalous behavior unb- and ifhe befriends the PCs he may offer retreat to the edge of the battlefield,
efitting a noble. The elves don't talk about to teach them this style. Characters who and when Loris Raknian orders the
their checkered past, and tend to keep wish to focus in this style may take the battle to begin, a trumpeter announces
quietly to themselves. They assume any Graceful Edge feat the next time they its start with a brilliant peal from
men who attempt conversation are boors earn a new feat. his instrument.
seeking companionship, and are quick to Creatures: At 10:00, a group of guards Note: Spells, potions, and wands in the
send such away with insults and threats. gathers the PCs and the members of the stat blocks below that are marked with
RennidaAuriga is the leader of this group other three teams and escorts them back asterisks have been used by their own-
of fighters; the others are her daughter up to area 1. The groups are raised up ers during the few minutes before the
Krinasa and two cousins, EelyssaandAne- to the battlefield above, one at a time, as battle begins. The stat blocks themselves
tab. Their initial attitude is unfriendly-if Talabir Welik (using a magically ampli- incorporate the benefits granted by these
made helpful, they agree to work with the fied voice so all can hear) announces each effects as appropriate. Unless the battle
PCs to defeat Badlands Revenge and the of the teams, along with the name of the itself lasts for more than 2 minutes, you
Sapphire Squad before fighting the PCs. team's leader and a short description of can assume that these spell effects last

Badlands Revenge: Led by a human the team's specialty. For Arcane Auriga, for the duration of the battle.
barbarian/druid named Joren, Badlands he comments on the elves' deadly pre-
Revenge is a particularly savage group of cision with their arrows. For Badlands RENNIDA CR 9
gladiators. Joren leads three gnoll fight- Revenge, it's the team's nothing savagery. Arcane Auriga
ers he hired specifically for their skill For Sapphire Squad, it's the team's skill at Female elf fighter 5/wizard 3/arcane archer 1
with halberds and their capacity to do a mounted combat.1iy to find something N Medium humanoid
lot of damage in a short amount of time. equally "iconic" about your PCs' group to Init +6; Senses low-light vision; Listen +3, Spot +3
Joren's band is even less communicative announce as well. During this time, gladi- Languages Common, Draconic, Elven, Sylvan
than Arcane Auriga, but observes the PCs ators often take advantage of the time to AC 21, touch 15, flat-footed 16
carefully, seeking a weakness to exploit. cast longer-duration on themselvest spells hp 53 (9 H D)
Their initial attitude is hostile-if made or drink potions. Since it only takes 2 min- Immune sleep
helpful, the best the PCs can expect nom utes for the battle to begin once gladiators Fort +8, Ref +10, Will +3
this group is a promise to not strike death start appearing on the battlefield, any spell Spd 30 ft.
blows if the chance arises. Joren's primary with a duration oflonger than 2 minutes Melee adamantine short sword -t$ (ld6/19-20)
reason for entering the games is to avenge is still in effect when the battle begins. If Ranged +lfrost longbow +15/+10 (ld8+3/x3) or
the hundreds of animals killed every year the PCs don't think of casting spells before +1 frost longbow +13/+13/+8 (ld8+3/x3)
in the arena by Raknian's gladiators. He the battle, the~ certainly see Joren and Base Atk +7; Grp +7
hopes that by defeating Auric he'll deprive Rennida doing so. Atk Options Manyshot, Point Blank Shot,
Raknian of fame, honor, and income. The Free City Arena is a huge place. At Precise Shot, Rapid Shot

Sapphire Squad: The swashbuckling standard miniatures scale, a map of the Combat Gear potion of cat's grace*, potion of
janni Korush and his pair ofblue-cloaked arena would have to be over 3 feet wide cure serious wounds
human mercenaries are the most pleas- and 6 feet long. If your gaming table is Spells Prepared (CL 3rd; ranged touch +13,
ant of the three groups the PCs face. big enough, you could theoretically pres- 15% spell failure):
Korush is more than happy to spend ent the entire arena as a battlefield. For- 2nd-Melfs acid arrow, mirror image*
the last few hours before the fight trad- tunately for the rest of us, a standard 1st-jump*, ray of enfeeblement, true strike
ing stories with the PCs. He entered the battlemat is probably enough. The bat- o-acid splash, daze (DC 12), ray offrost,
Champion's Games as much as to show tleground is open terrain, and after the resistance
offhis combat skills as to have a chance four groups are announced, each is led Abilities Str 10, Dex 22, Con 12, Int 14,
at the prize money. Egotistical and proud, by a group of guards to a marker on the Wis 8, Cha 12
Korush levies his doubtful charms (con- ground. Each group starts the battle at SQ summon familiar (weasel named
sisting primarily ofhis battle prowess and one of the corners ofa 100-foot square. Ogistille)
improbable stories about his virility) on Splashes of blood in the sandy ground Feats Alertnesss (when Ogistille is in arm's
any female adventurers present, hoping here and there testify to the savagery of reach), Manyshot, Point Blank ShotS,
to undermine their resolve against him the previous combat. As everyone gets Precise Shot, Quick Draw, Rapid ShotS,
in the fight to come. His initial attitude in place, the sound of the crowd in the Scribe Scrolls, Weapon Focus (longbow)S,
is indifferent (or friendly, if there are any surrounding stadium swells into a roar. Weapon Specialization (longbow)
female PCs on the team)-ifmade help- The first battle of the Games is a Skills Climb +7, Concentration +10, Craft
ful, he agrees to ally with the PCs and to nee-for-all clash between four groups (bowmaking) +10,jump +27, Ride +11,
aid them in defeating Arcane Auriga and of combatants. The PCs are likely to Spellcraft +5, Swim +6



Possessions combat gear, +1 mithral 2nd-barkskin*, bear's endurance*, cat's grace* G~acef:uI Ebge

breastplate, +1frost longbow with 40 1st-cure light wounds, longstrider*, Choose one type of one-h~nd.ed slashing
. .

h . I * melee weapon such as a SCimitar or long-

arrows, adamantine short sword producejlame, speak WIt anima s d fi h . '
h h I d I d' "swor , orw IC you avea rea yseecte

o-cure mInor wounds (2), guIdance (2), lIght h W F fi Y , Id h ' t e eapon ocus eat, ou wle t IS
ELVEN ARCHERS (3) CR 5 Abilities Str 17, Dex 14, Con 18, Int 12, .

th I t t Iweapon WI an a mos unna ura grace.
Arcane Auriga Wis 17, Cha 8 Prerequisite: Weapon Fi nesse,

Female elf fighter 5 SQ animal companion, nature sense, Weapon Focus (anyone-handed slash-

N Medium humanoid resist nature's lure, trackless step, ing weapon), base attack bonus +1

Init +10; Senses low-light vision; Listen +3, trap sense +1, wild empathy +6, Benefit: If you do not wield a shield or

Spot +3 woodland stride weapon in your off-hand, you treat your

Languages Common, Elven, Sylvan Feats Diehard, Endurance, Power AttackB, chosen weapon as a light weapon.

AC 20, touch 16, flat-footed 14 Self-Sufficient, Track If you do not wield a shield or weapon

hp 37 (5 HD) Skills Concentration +14, Handle Animal in your off-hand, you al~o ga~n a.+l shield

I I 6 H I 15 I t ' .d t 6 K I d bonus to your AC while wielding your'
mmune seep +, ea + ,n Iml a e +, nowe ge

. " chosen weapon. When you are fighting

Fort +5, Ref +7, Will +2 (nature) +13, listen +10, Ride +11, d fi . I .
th I d fie enslve y or using e tota e ense

Spd 30 ft. Survival +14, Swim +9 ct. th O h ' Id b . ta Ion, IS s Ie onus Increases 0 +2.
Melee mwk short sword +6 (ld6/19-20) Possessions combat gear, +1 hide armor, +1 Special: A fighter may select Graceful
Ranged +1 longbow +13 (ld8+3/x3) or large wooden shield, +1 spear, +1 sling with Edge as one of his fighter bonus feats.

+1 longbow +11/+11 (ld8+3/X3) 20 bullets You may take this feat more than

Base Atk +5; Grp +5 Raging Crocodile: While raging and in the once-each time you do, it applies to a

Atk Options Point Blank Shot, Rapid Shot shape of a crocodile, Joren's stats change new one-handed slashing weapon you

Combat Gear potion of cat's grace* as follows have Weapon Focus in.

Abilities Str 10, Dex 22, Con 12, Int 12, AC 17, touch II, flat-footed 14; uncanny

Wis 13, Cha 8 dodge AC 14, touch 11, flat-footed 11

Feats Improved Initiative, Point Blank ShotB, hp 110 (8 HD) hp 34 (3 HD)

Rapid Shot, Weapon Focus (longbow)B, Fort +15, Ref +5, Will +10 Fort +9

Weapon Specialization (longbow)B Spd 40 ft., swim 30 ft. Melee 2 claws +9 melee (ld4+7) and
Skills Climb +8, Handle Animal +7, Ride +16 Melee bite +15 melee (ld8+12) or bite +4 melee (ld6+4)

Possessions combat gear, +1 studded tail slap +15 melee (ldI2+12) Grp +6

leother armor, +1 longbow with 20 arrows, Grp +15

masterwork short sword Atk Options improved grab (bite) jOREN'S HALBERDIERS (2) CR 3

Abilities Str 27, Dex 16, Con 25 Badlands Revenge

jOREN CR 9 Male gnoll fighter 2
Badlands Revenge SCRIMINADURO CR- CN Medium humanoid

Male human barbarian 4/druid 5 Badlands Revenge Monster Manual 130

CN Medium humanoid Male dire badger animal companion Init +1; Senses Listen +5, Spot +4

Init +2; Senses Listen +10, Spot +3 N Medium animal" Languages Gnoll

Languages Common, Druidic, Gnoll Monster Manual 62 AC 16, touch II, flat-footed 15
AC 21, touch 12, flat-footed 19; uncanny dodge Init +3; Senses low-light vision, scent; Listen hp 39 (4 HD)

hp 86 (8 HD) +6, Spot +6 Fort +9, Ref +1, Will +1 (+2 against fear)

Fort +12, Ref +4, Will +8 AC 16, touch 13, flat-footed 13 Spd 40 ft.

Spd 40 ft. hp 28 (3 HD) Melee mwk halberd +8 (ldl0+13/x3)t

Melee +1 spear +11/+6 (ld8+5/x3) Fort +7, Ref +6, Will +4 Base Atk +3; Grp +8

Ranged +1 sling +10 (ld4+1) Spd 30 ft. Atk Options Cleave, Power Attack

Base Atk +7; Grp +10 Melee 2 claws +7 melee (ld4+5) and Combat Gear potion of aid*, potion of
Atk Option Power Attack bite +2 melee (ld6+3) longstrider*

Special Atk rage 2/day, wild shape l/day Base Atk +2; Grp +4 Abilities Str 20, Dex 13, Con 16, Int 8,

Combat Gear scroll of summon nature's Special Atk rage Wis 12, Cha 6

ally IV, wand ofbull's strength* Abilities Str 18, Dex 11, Con 19,Int 2, Feats CleaveB, Improved Natural Armor,

(13 charges, used on self and on Wis 12, Cha 10 Power Attack, Weapon Focus (halberd)B

Scriminaduro) Feats Alertness, Toughness, TrackB Skills Listen +5, Spot +4
Spells Prepared (CL 5th, +9 ranged touch): Skills Listen +6, Spot +6 Possessions combat gear, masterwork

3rd-cure moderate wounds, greater Rage: Once Scriminaduro takes damage in studded leather armor, masterwork

magicfang*(cast on Scriminaduro's combat, he enters a rage on his next turn. halberd
natural weapons) His stats change as follows: tlncludes adjustment for 3-point Power Attack.



KORUSH CR 7 Melee +1 scimitar +10 (ld6+6/18-20) the death, but if both gnolls are slain,
Sapphire Squad Ranged mwk composite longbow +7 Joren surenders if brought below 5 hit
Male janni swashbuckler 3 (ld8+3/x3) points and he's no longer raging.
N Medium outsider (native) Base Atk +5; Grp +8 Sapphire Squad Tactics: Korush and his
Monster Manual 116, Complete Warrior 11 Atk Options Ride-By Attack, Spirited Charge two men quickly mount up; Korush casts
Init +10; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Listen +10, Abilities Str 16, Dex 13, Con 14, Int 8, speak with animals so he can direct their

Spot +10 Wis 12, Cha 10 mounts easier. He's into the battle for the
Languages Auran, Celestial, Common; Feats Mounted ArcheryB, Mounted glory and the thrill, and tends to grandstand.

telepathy 100 ft. CombatB, Ride-By Attack, Spiri.ted He sends his two mercenaries in to make
AC 23, touch 16, flat-footed 17; Dodge, y Charge, Weapon Focus (scimitar)B, ride-by attacks each round while he hangs

Mobility Weapon Specialization (scimitar)B back for the fusttwo rounds and uses change
hp 61 (9 HD) Skills Handle Animal +8, Ride +11 size on two enemies to reduce their size. He
Resist fire 10 Possessions +1 chainmail, masterwork heavy only uses invisJ'bility as a last-ditch attempt to
Fort +10, Ref +13, Will +7 steel shield, +1 scimitar, masterwork escape peril-he'd rather be seen in battle.
Spd 30 ft., fly 20 ft. (perfect) composite longbow (+3 Str) and 20 arrows, His mercenaries surrenderifbrought below
Melee +2 scimitar +18/+13 (ld6+10/18-20) cloak of resistance +1, heavy war horse 10 hit points, but he won't surrender until
Ranged mwk composite longbow +16/+11 Heavy War Horse (3): hp 30 each; Mon- brought below 5 hit points.

(ld8+4/x3) ster Manual 273. Development: When the last of the PCs'
Base Atk +9; Grp +13 Arcane Auriga Tactics: A minute or so opponents are defeated or surrender, the
Special Atk change size 2/day before the battle begins, Rennida drinks crowd cheers as Raknian proclaims them
Spell-Like Abilities (CL 12th): her potion of cat's fjrace and casts mirror the victors. Ekaym is given the awards

3/day-invisibility (self only), speak with imafje and jump on herself Her daugh- (the trophy and 1,500 gp) and the PCs are
animals* ter and cousins each drink a potion of escorted back down to the Coenoby. You

l/day-create food and water (CL 7th), cat's fjrace as well. Even if they didn't ally should determine at this point which of
ethereal jaunt with the PCs, the elves focus their ini- the other five gladiator teams also won,

Abilities Str 18, Dex 22, Con IS, Int 18, tial attacks on Badlands Revenge (unless since they are now the only other teams
Wis 12, Cha 12 the PCs go before them and attack them housed in the Coenoby. Auric's Warband

SQ elemental endurance, grace +1 first). They do their best to stay at range and Pitch Blade must be two of these five
(bonus to Reflex), insightful strike (Int so they can use their arrows. Rennida (since they are the teams the PCs will face
bonus to light melee weapon damage), opens her first two rounds of combat on day 3 and day 5), but the remaining
plane shift with a ray of enfeeblement and a Me!f's acid three can be any teams you choose.

Feats Dodge, Graceful Edge (scimitar), arrow. She saves true strike to use against If the PCs are defeated, the adventure
Improved InitiativeB, Mobility, Weapon a foe she thinks she can drop with one isn't over. Although they're distIualified
FinesseB, Weapon Focus (scimitar) attack. The elves surrender if reduced to and escorted from the arena, they can still

Skills Appraise +13, Bluff +10, Concentration 6 hit points or less. return as patrons or explore the under-
+11, Craft (bowmaking) +13, Craft Badlands Revenge Tactics: A minute structure using stealth or other options.
(weaponsmithing) +13, Diplomacy +10, before the battle begins, Joren casts speak
Escape Artist +17, Listen +10, Move with animals, barkskin, bear's endurance, Even't 4: Ekyam's Reques't
Silently +14, Ride +14, Sense Motive +13, rot's fjrace, and lonfjstrider on himself He At some point after Event 3 but before the
Spot +10, Tumble +15 uses his wand of buZZ's strenfjth on him- PCs have a chance to really start exploring

Possessions +1 mithraf chain shirt, +2 self and his animal companion Scrimi- the understructure, Ekyam pays them a
scimitar, masterwork composite longbow naduro, and casts fjreater mafjic fanfj on visit in the Coenoby. Armed with a toothy
(+4 Str) with 12 +1 arrows, gloves of Scriminaduro to enhance all three of his smile, he offers to pay the PCs their share
Dexterity +2, heavy war horse natural attacks by +1. He does not cast of the winnings now. He's also more than

any spells on his gnoll thugs, but they willing to hold on to their winnings for
KORUSH'S MERCENARIES (2) CR 5 each drink a potion of aid and a potion of them for now (although he won't do any-
Sapphire Squad lonfjstrider. In combat, the gnolls rush to thing foolish with the money). After he
Male human fighter 5 close in melee with the PCs or with who- congratulates them, his manner grows
LN Medium humanoid ever attacks them first, making full Power more serious. He takes the party aside to
Init +1; Senses Listen +1, Spot +1 Attacks with their halberds. Joren hangs their chambers, and in a low voice he tells
Languages Com mon back and casts produce flame, throwing them he has a confession to make.

AC 19, touch 11, flat-footed 18 fire at the closest target each round until
hp 42 (5 HD) his gnolls fall or he is engaged in melee. "While it's nice that you turned out to be pretty
Fort +7, Ref +3, Will +3 When this occurs, he wildshapes into a good gladiators, I must admit that I had a hid-

Spd 20 ft. crocodile and rages. The gnolls fight to den motive for entering you in the games.



You see... my sister Lahaka disappeared here takes great pride in the gladiator team he's Rage: When raging, their statistics change

last year, not long after the previous Cham- assembled, and believes that they'll have no as follows:

pion's Games. I've been looking for her for problem defeating the PCs in combat. The AC 25, touch 13, flat-footed 23; improved

months now, but I've hit a dead end. She was a members of Pitch Blade don't know that uncanny dodge

traveling entertainer, a bright joy that brought Okoral and Raknian want the PCs dead, hp 140

happiness to cities throughout the world. It but they fight fiericelynonetheless. Okoral Fort +14, Will +6

seems that her travels eventually brought her has ordered Pitch Blade to avoid contact Melee +1 flaming adamantine bastard sword

here, to the Free City, and more to the point, with the PCs to prevent them from learn- +13/+8 (ldl0+12/17-20 plus Id6 fire)t

she caught Loris Raknian's eye. I believe that ing about any weaknesses the team may Grp +16

they became lovers. What I do know is that have, soJlntil the battle begins, this team tlncludes bonus for 5-point Power Attack.

she vanished the day after the Champion's remains in their lodge. A DC 20 Gather

Games ended. I've paid for divination spells to Information check reveals details of the Tactics: The two dwarves drink their

learn more, but alas have learned little. And so two dwarves' tactics and strengths. potions (save for their healing potions)
I decided to come to the games themselves. Creatures: Pitch Blade consists of two before battle, and as they wait for the fight

I hoped that by entering some gladiators in dangerous killers, a pair of dwarfbarbar- to start they shout, curse, and otherwise

the competition, I'd have a chance to explore iansnamedDrusfanandPharbol.Although try to intimidate the PCs. When the battle

the area, talk with Raknian, and maybe find the PCs doubtless outnumber the pair, begins, both dwarves rage and leap into the

out what happened to Lahaka. But so far, I've Pitch Blade's strengths are impressive and air, using flight to close the distance between

found nothing. Raknian's nearly impossible a fight against them shouldn't be easy. themselves and the PCs as quickly as pos-

to get to, and I've uncovered no clues in the sible. The dwarves have been well-briefed on

outlying buildings. There's two places I've not DRUSFAN AND PHARBOL CR 10 the party's strengths, and aim to take down
been able to reach-his palace and the arena (PITCH BLADE) the group's healers first. Against foes who

understructure. This is where you come in, my Male dwarf barbarian 10 have powerful weapons, the dwarves use
friends. If you can slip away from the Coenoby CN Medium humanoid Improved Sunder (remember that their ada-
between battles and search the surrounding 'nit +2; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Listen +14, mantineweapons ignore hardness). Neither

rooms for clues as to what happened to my Spot +1 dwarf even considers the option of surren-
sister, I'll turn over all of the winnings from Languages Common, Dwarven der,and both fight to the death. They've been
the games to you. What do you say?" AC 27, touch 15, flat-footed 25; improved told by Okoral to kill the PCs if possible,

uncanny dodge even if they ask for surrender-if it comes
Assuming the PCs decide to aid him, hp 120 (10 H D); DR 2/- to this, Okoral has promised to pay the two

Ekaym thanks the PCs profusely. Just in Fort +12 (+14 vs poison), Ref +5, Will +4 (+2 handsomely to make up for their certain dis-

case, he provides them with a descrip- vs spells) qualification after such treachery.

tion of his sister, although he fears she Spd 40 ft., fly 60 ft. Development The crowd cheers louder

has long since been murdered. He also Melee +lj1aming adamantine bastard sword than before when the PCs defeat Pitch
promises to do what he Can to bring them +11/+6 (ldl0+l0/17-20 plus Id6 fire)t Blade,and in several sections the enthusi-
additional healing supplies over the fol- Base Atk +10; Grp +14 astic spectators begin chanting the group's
lowing days. He can bring in 1,200 gp in Atk Options Improved Sunder, Power Attack name. Others chant the name of any PC
healing magic each day. If the PCs want Special Atk rage 3/day who particularly distinguished himselfin
to communicate with anyone outside or Combat Gear potion of barkskin +4*, potion the battle. Characters who observe RakIrian
purchase additional supplies from the of bull's strength*, potion of cure moderate and make a DC 20 Spot check are entitled
city, he's also willing to act as their go- wounds, potion of jly*, potion of shield of to DC 20 Sense Motive checks. A success-
between so they don't have to leave the faith +3* ful Sense Motive check is enough to notice
arena and risk disqualification. Abilities Str 18, Dex 14, Con 20, Int 8, that Raknian is both surprised and angry

Wis 12, Cha 8 that the PCs survived, but when it comes
Even"t 5: Secon() Battle sQ dwarf traits, fast movement, illiteracy, time to give Ekaym th~ prize money and

(EL 12) trap sense +3 trophy, he hides his anger well.
At daybreak of the thirq day, the remain- Feats Improved Critical (bastard sword), If the PCs leave either dwarf alive,
ing gladiator teams waken to discover that Improved Sunder, Exotic Weapon (bastard one (or both) may try to kill the PCs in
the fight schedules for the second round sword), Power Attack, Weapon Focus revenge for their humiliating defeat. This
have been posted. The PCs have been (bastard sword) attack can come later in the evening (after
scheduled to fight at 2:00 against "Pitch Skills Climb +17, Jump +21, Listen +14, Okoral arranges for the dwarves to sneak
Blade." Although the PCs likely have no Survival +14 in to the Coenobypastthe guards) or later
reason to suspect otherwise, this match is Possessions combat gear, +1 chain shirt, +1 in the campaign, as you see fit.
no accident-Pitch Blade is managed by heauy steel shield, +1 flaming adamantine In any event, that night the Coenoby is
Captain Okoral, Raknian's cohort. Okoral bastard sword, amulet of health +2 particularly quiet. Only three glad~ator



teams remain; the PCs, Auric's Warband,
and a third team of your choice.

I

Even"t 6: Mab'toot:h
"the HungRY (EL 13)
Late in the evening on day three, the fight

schedule for the next day is posted. The

PCs soon discover that Auric's Warband

and the other gladiator team will be fight-

ing to determine who goes on to the final

match on the fifth day. The PCs themselves

are scheduled to do battle with a mysteri-

ous monster referred to as Madtooth the

Hungry. Many are somewhat shocked to

discover that Auric's Warband won't be

fighting Madtooth-traditionally, the pre-

vious year's winner takes part in the beast

battle as a point ofhonor.
At some point during the night, the PCs

overhear some guards talking about Mad-

tooth. During this conversation, one of the

guards complains about how difficult it is

to keep Madtooth's cage so cold, and how

he'll be glad once the games are over and

they can return the enormous frost sala-

mander back to the frozen north. A charac-

ter who makes a DC 22 Knowledge (arcana)
check mows that frost salamanders radiate

deadly cold and are themselves most vul-

nerable to fire attacks. Of course, even PCs

who don't make the check are likely to real-

ize that creatures native to arctic climates

are often vulnerable to fire.

Unfortunately, these guards were asked

by Raknian to stage this conversation for the

PCs to trick them into thinking they were

learning about Madtooth's weaknesses. Rak-

nian hopes to trick the PCs into preparing

defenses and offenses that work best against

what they believe is a creature vulnerable to

fire. In truth, Madtooth is a dangerous beast

Raknian's agents captured earlier in the year

in the distant Barrier Peaks-a constantly-
hungry (and remarkably fire resistant) aber-

ration mown as a froghemoth.
The next day at 11:00, the PCs are brought

once again up to the battle arena. Once

again, Talabir announces the PCs, but this

time they see no obvious foe to fight Talabir

reveals that the beast -wranglers are having

a tough time with Madtooth, but that the

monster is on its way. Ten long minutes

drag on, as the crowd grows increasingly
impatient and Talabir does what he can

to keep them from becoming too angry.

unfold and fall away, revealing the
terrible froghemoth in all its glory.

Froghemoth: hp 220; see Appendix.
Tactics: As soon as the froghemoth is

unleashed, the guards run. The massive
aberration roars and blinks its three eyes
against the sudden sunlight, and suffers
a -4 penalty on its Initiative check as a
result. Once it realizes what's going on,
it mindlessly charges at the nearest mor-
sel and attacks. Raknian paid for a heroes'
feast spell (CL 11th) for the froghemoth
to consume early in the morning. The
monster's cavernous gullet handled the
spell with ease, and it has gained the fol-
lowing benefits as a result:. 10 temporary hit points (included above). Immunity to fear and poison
. +1 morale bonus on attack rolls and
Will saves

The froghemoth itself is straightfor-
ward in its tactics, focusing on the largest
target in sight and fighting to the death.

Development The spectacle of this battle
leaves the crowd in a frenzy. As the froghe-
moth is slain, they begin chanting the party's
group name, and Raknian's shock and dis-
comfort is plainly visible for several seconds

This is, of course, another trick
pulled by Raknian, who hopes
to run out the durations on
any spells the PCs
may have cast
on themselves
when they
were expect-
ing the fight
to only be a few
minutes away.

Just as the crowd
seems to be
preparing for
a riot, the east-
ern gates to the
arena open and
a team of a dozen
soldiers dragging a
massive iron cube
on an oversized
chariot enter
the arena. The
sides of the
cage bear the
word "Madtooth"
in bright red letters
clenched in the massive jaws
of some huge monster. Brackish water
sloshes and leaks from under the cage.
Characters expecting to fight a frost sala-
mander may be confused by the apparent
lack of ice on the cage. The wagon's prog-
ress is slow as the guards drag the mas-
sive iron cage into the center of the arena.
As they do, the cage shakes and trembles
as some enormous monster within roars
incessantly. The spectacle drives the crowd
wild, and in moments they're chanting
"MADTOOTH! MADTOOTH! MAD-
TOOTH!" As the guards move the cage in
to place about 50 feet from the PCs, they
each take hold of different ropes attached
to strategic pins and clasps in the cage's
sides. Each guard retreats out 100 feet,
holding a rope in his hands.

The crowd grows momentarily silent
again as Talabir speaks. "And now, the
moment you've been waiting for! Watch in
fear as these brave gladiators pit their skills
against the eternal hunger of the worst the
Barrier Peaks have to offer! I give you...
MADTOOTH THE HUNGRY!"

With this final cry, the guards each
tug on their ropes. The walls of the cage
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", -. ".,., ~!i!1.to anyone watching. Eventually, Talabirgets Ranged mwk light crossbow +13/+8 \fc' Abilities Str 8, Dex 18, Con 13, Int 19,

the crowd under control and Raknian, his (ld8/19-20) Wis 10, Cha 12
composure regained, gives Ekaym the tro- Base Atk +10; Grp +14 SQ summon familiar (rat named
phyand prize money and congratulates the Atk Options Cleave, Power Attack, Spring Attack Zulamakian)
PCs on their tremendous skill. Combat Gear potion of barkskin +3*, potion Feats Alertness (as long as familiar is in

That night, with only Auric's Warband of bear's endurance*, 2 potions of cure arm's reach), Craft WandB, Craft Wondrous
remaining in the Coenoby, things are quiet light wounds, potion of fly*, potion of ItemB, Greater Spell Focus (enchantment),

shield offaith +2* Improved Initiative, Quicken Spell, Scribe
Event: 7: Final Battle (Ell3) Abilities Str 18, Dex 14, Con 18, Int 10, ScrollB, Skill Focus (concentration), Spell
The final battle is scheduled to take place at Wis 8, Cha 12 Focus (enchantment) ~'

noon on the fifth day. The PCs are brought Feats CleaveB, Dodge, Greater Weapon Skills Concentration +17, Knowledge (arcana) , to the field of battle second, and when they Focus (greatsword)B, Improved Critical +lS, Knowledge (history) +8, Knowledge

arrive they find Auric, Khellek, and the (greatsword), Improved InitiativeB, (local) +9, Knowledge (the planes) +8,
three flesh golems known as the Leather- Mobility, Power AttackB, Rapid Reload, Knowledge (religion) +8, Listen +2, Profession
works that the band uses as thugs waiting Spring AttackB, Weapon Focus (gambler) +12, Spellcraft +19, Spot +2
for them. The crowd goes wild as the PCs (greatsword), Weapon Specialization Possessions combat gear, masterwork
take their position; a scan of the surround- (greatsword)B dagger, headband of intellect +2, ring of
ing seats reveals that they are packed nearly Skills Climb +16, Intimidate +14,jump +16 protection +1, cloak of resistance +1, silver
to capacity today. It seems almost that the Possessions combat gear, +1 breastplate, +1 Seeker ring worth 200 gp, 500 gp worth
entire Free City has turned out to watch. animated heallY steel shield, +lgreatsword, of diamond dust, 123 gp

Creatures: Although Auric and Khellek masterwork light crossbow with 20 bolts,
are tough customers on their own, they cloak of resistance +1, gauntlets of ogre The Leatherworks, flesh golems (]): hp
are augmented well by three flesh golems power, champion's belt, 90 gp 79 each; Monster Manual 135.
Khellek created using flesh fjolem manuals tlncludes bonus for 2-point Power Attack. Tactics: Auric's Warband fights in the
supplied to him by Raknian for this exact most straightforward and deadly way. After
purpose. The golems themselves are kept KHELLEK CR 10 the group sets up their magical defenses,
in storage in Raknian's palace until they are Au ric's Wa rba nd Auric and the Leatherworks charge the PCs
needed for battle; Auric and Khellek do not Male human wizard 10 and engage them in melee while Khellek
bring them into the Coenoby. NE Medium humanoid supports them with offensive spells from

In the time since they tried to explore the Init +8; Senses Listen +2, Spot +2 a point 40 feet above the ground (andjust
Stirgenest Cairn near Diamond Lake, Auric Languages Common, Draconic, Elven below the limit for flight).
and his allies Khellek and Tirra have not AC 22, touch 15, flat-footed 18 Development If the PCs have not dealt
spent their days idly. They defeated a band hp 51 (10 HD); DR 10/adamantine with the ulgurstasta in area 32., this event
of trolls that had been harassing caravans Fort +7, Ref +8, Will +8 transforms into something altogether
in the Cairn Hills and took down a smug- Spd 30 ft. horrible as detailed in Part Four.
g1ing operation that had been stepping on Melee mwk dagger +5 (ld4-1/19-20) Otherwise, as the PCs defeat the current
the toes of the Thieves' Guild. As a result, Base Atk +5; Grp +4 champion, the crowd explodes into chaos.
all three have gained several experience lev- Combat Gear potion of barks kin +3*, 2 potions of The entire arena becomes a deafening roar
els since the PCs have met them last, and cure moderate wounds, scroll of dispel magic, as nearly 18,000 souls rise to their feet to
although Tirra does not fight with the two scroll of shatter, wand of glitterdust (4 charges), cheer the party's victory, chanting their
in this battle, the rival adventurers should wand of mage armor* (CL 5, 15 charges), wand names over and over. If the ulgurstasta did
still pose quite a threat to the PCs. of scorching ray (CL 8, 43 charges) not appear, Raknian realizes something

Spells Prepared (CL 10th, ranged touch +9): horrible has gone wrong with his plans
AURIC CR 10 sth-feeblemind(DC 21), quickened shield and he retreats into the temple ofKyuss
Auric's Warband 4th-stoneskin*, confusion (DC 20), to investigate. Continue with Part Four.
Male human fighter 10 dimension door,fear(DC 18)
N Medium humanoid 3rd-deep slumber (DC 19),fly*, PART THREE:
Init +6; Senses Listen -1, Spot -1 displacement*,fireball (DC 17) TH E H IDD EN
Languages Common 2nd-cat'sgrace*,false life*, mirror SHRINE OF KYUSS
AC 26, touch 14, flat-footed 24; Dodge, Mobility image*, Tasha's hideous laughter (DC On the first night the PCs stay in the Coe-
hp 99 (10 HD) 18), touch of idiocy noby, security is fairly tight There are a lot
Fort +12, Ref +6, Will +3 Ist-charm person (DC 17), grease (DC 15), of gladiators in the Coenoby,and as a result
Spd 20 ft., fly 40 ft. magic missile, ray of enfeeblement (2) a lot of guards. Sneaking off to explore the
Melee +1 greatsword +15/+10 o-acid splash (2), touch offat;gue (DC 14), understructure is a plan best put offuntil

. (2d6+13/17-20)t .,,;c;, magehand after the first battles on day 1. .



decorated with the realistic carvings offruits

and a bull's skull.
After the first Iright, the surveillance in the

Coenobyis much less intense. As long as the

PCs are at least passably subtle about their

intentions, no one really notices if they slink

off to explore. During the day, the major-

ity of the guards are posted up topside to

provide security for other fights and events

taking place in the arena, and at Iright the

majority of the guards are so exhausted that

they're asleep. There are no regular patrols

in the understructure as a result.

If the PCs are caught outside of the Coe-

noby by guards, a DC 25 Diplomacy check

to make the unftiendly guards fiiendly con-

vinces them to not report the incident if the

PCs agree to return to the Coenoby imme-

diately. A Bluff check convinces the guards

that the PCs have permission to be where

they are, but the guards have a +10 on their

Sense Motive check to see through this bluff

since it's hard to believe. Finally, a bribe of

50 gp (per guard encountered) is enough to

buy that particular patrol's silence.

SeRvice level
The original Free City Arena was a much
smaller, circular structure. The arena itself
was rebuilt and expanded many decades
ago, but one can still see the original arena's

legacy in the shape of the ring that sur-

rounds the service level This level is used

primarily to store supplies and to confine

unruly gladiators and beasts. Ceiling height

averages at 10 feet and walls are of reinforced

masonry. illumination is provided by iron

lanterns hanging from short chains.

During the day, this level is crowded with

busy servants, and it would be very difficult

to explore it without being noticed and

reported to the arena wardens. At night,

things are much quieter, with only a sin-

gle patrol offour ofRaknian's bodyguards

watching the area. These guards spend

most of their time in area 11, making a lazy

patrol of the level once an hour.

The hall is used as a storage area for re-

usable materials used to build more elaborate

battle arenas above. The Jarge southern alcove

houses the main hoist of the arena, a complex

and efficient machine that can lift up to 4,000

pounds to the surface above with the effort of

four laborers at the capstan. The lift is left in

its raised position, effectively blocking intru-

sion &omarea Habove.

The stairway to the west connects the hall

via a long passageway to the Wardens' Bar-

racks (area B). The circular staiIWay in the

middle of the room leadS down to the Arena

Caverns (area 2.3). The stairs also lead up for

about 10 feet before ending abruptly in a

stone plug-they once led up to the arena

above but were blocked off when the entire

surface structure was rebuilt and expanded.

1. Wes'teRn Hall

2. WoRkshop

This large room houses a workshop. Tools

and simple machines mix with scraps of raw

materials, rags, and litter left by busy workers

during the previous day. The odor of sawdust,

leather, wax, and glue lingers in the air.

This hall shows signs of intense recent traf-
fic. The ceiling is supported by a rectangular
pillar and by the shell of a circular stairwell.
A wooden, life-sized statue of a muscular,
half-naked man holding a spear and a horn
lies in the southwest corner, where an arcade
leads to the space of a large hoist. A heap of
metal bars, hinges, and locks sits along the
north wall, near a ten-foot-wide, three-foot-
tall segment of a wooden frieze. The frieze is



The workshop is well equipped for The domesticated leopards in the cage B- Wine CellaR (fL 7)
wood, leather, and textile working, are hostile toward intruders and are likely
althoughnotforblacksmithing. to raise the alarm with loud roars if not This small cellar contains several barrels and hun-

silenced or beguiled The lion and the boars, dreds of glass bottles on shelving on the south
3 - ARmORY on the other hand, are unwilling prisoners, wall. The air is thick with the smell of vinegar.

and are just plain unfriendly.
Two wooden racks line the west and east Leopard (2): hp 19; Monster Manual 274- This room stores wine and other,
walls of this room, holding dozens of the Lion: hp 32; Monster Manual 274. stronger spirits. An open barrel near the
odd and picturesque weapons traditionally Boar (3): hp 25; Monster Manua[ 270. east wall contains vinegar, and its smell
used by gladiators. fills the room (handy in covering up

7 - Dea'Ch Row the unpleasant odors coming from the
This room contains several racks of These cells hold prisoners who have been Shrine ofKyuss).

gladiatorial and wooden weapons used for condemned to death and are scheduled for A carefully-hidden swiveling wall sec-
fighting and training in the arena. Nets, execution in the arena. The bodies of exe- tion in the northwest corner can be dis-
tridents, polearms, clubs, and spiked chains cuted prisoners are supposedly burned, but covered with a DC 30 Search check. This
are the most common weapons found here. in fact Bozal Zahol has been claiming them secret door opens onto a landing at the
None of the weapons are remarkable. for his uses in the Shrine ofKyuss below. top of a narrow flight of stairs that leads

Two of these cells are empty, but one to area 25. The foul rotten smell of the
4- Secon~aRY L l.f:'C (area 7b) holds a prisoner. The prisoner shrine ofKyussis immediatley apparent

is a nameless, deaf-mute, insane tramp once anyone steps into this stairway.
A lift with two small capstans occupies (CN human commoner 2), captured by Trap: A 9reater 9lyph of wardin9 guards
almost all the space of this room. The Ralarian's bodyguards and scheduled to be the upper landing of this secret staircase.
machine appears to be locked in the raised sent down to Bozal Zahol soon. The vaga- Greater Glyph ofWardin9 Trap (slay liv-
position with chains and nails. bond is insane, and cannot answer ques- in9~ CR 7; spell; spell trigger; no reset;

tions coherently as a result. Still, the poor spell effect (glyph of wardin9 [slay livin9],
This lift can raise up to 3,000 pounds soul can be communicated with if the PCs 11th-level cleric, DC 19 partial); Search

near the center of the arena. In prepara- can make a DC 20 Bluff check. The vaga- DC 31; Disable Device DC 31.
tion for the Champion's Games, it has bond is terrified-just two days ago he saw
been blocked to a raised position and Bozal Zahol enter the cell opposite and 9. Combus'Cibles
covered with a layer of tiles and sand. place a Kyuss worm on the face of the pris- SooRage

oner kept there. That prisoner's transfor-
5. NoR'CheRn Hall mation into a spawn ofKyuss (that Bozal This storage room contains a half-dozen stirrup-

then promptly controlled) shattered the vases and scores of stoppered clay flasks. The
This large, irregular hall seems to be a vagabond's already shaky mind. If the PCs distinct odor of tar hangs heavily in the air.
major junction-many stairways and pas- communicate with him, he simply draws
sages lead in and out. crude illustrations of worms in the dirt The stirrup-vases are full of tar and

and dust of his cell floor and points at the clay flasks contain alchemist's fire. There
This hall allows direct access to the cell opposite. He saw Bozal enter and leave are 60 flasks in all.

Coenoby (area 16), to Raknian's Palace via death row ttom area 8, and not knowing
a stairway to the north (area E) and to the of the secret door there, he's convinced the 10. Mess Hal I
main tribune of the arena above via a stair- tiefling priest and his new undead minion
well in the northwestern corner (area C). are still in that room. Four columns support the vaulted ceiling of

Remove blindness/deafness restores the vag- this large hall. Three long tables with stools
6. Beas'C Cages (fL 7) abond's hearing and thus removes the need provide dining space for about forty people.

to make a Bluff check to communicate with
Six identical cells open along this corridor, him. It takes a heal or a 9reater restoration During the day, this hall is used as a canteen
each one closed by a metal gate. The growl to completely cure the vagabond, in which by the arena attendants to take their meals.
of a large feline breaks the silence, followed case he tearfully thanks the PCs and tells
by several porcine grunts. them everything he knows about the activ- 11. GuaR~Room (fL 9)

ites going on in the arena before fleeing.
Creatures: These six cages contain ani- Development: In the early morning This elongated, irregular room features a

mals used alternately as guard beasts and hours of Day 4, Bozal Zahol visits this cell central square pillar, a living area with two
creatures for gladiator fights. The steel with a preserved Kyuss wOnn, transfonns round tables and a narrow passage in the
gates that close the cages are padlocked the tramp into a spawn, and returns with his northwest corner. Three copper braziers in
(Open Locks DC 20). new minion to the shrine below. the corners light the room.





The passage in the northwest corner is neglected tunnels used for storage. At your sacrifice and the chaos of organmng the
barely 4 feet wide and leads to a small door option, a secret passage in one of these tun- Games that he doesn't have time to watch
painted in blue. Behind the door is an unre- nels can lead to a basement within the walls the PCs as closely as he would like.
markable and reasonably clean lavatory. of the Free City.

Creatures: During the day, arena atten- 17. Kl'tdlen am l~iRmaRY
dants use this room for breaks. During ARena Ca\1eRns
the night, a patrol of four of Raknian's The arena caverns are the deepest level of These two adjoining rooms, a kitchen and an
bodyguards are stationed here. Once every the complex, about 30 feet under the Ser- infirmary, are used to cook meals for the hun-
hour, two of them patrol the surrounding vice Level. This is avast and varied complex, gry and administer first aid to the wounded.
chambers (this takes 10 minutes). partly natural and partly worked stone. The

Bodyguards (4): hp 42 each; see page 38. caverns are connected to the Free City sewer Both rooms are clean and well equipped
system and are crossed by an underground for their use, although nothing special or

12. Pan'tRY stream which surfaces here and there, form- valuable is left here during the night. A

ing shallow pools of cold water. In most sink on the north wall of the kitchen con-
This small room contains craters and jars of cases, the subterranean stream travels in nects to the sewer system of the Free City
all sizes and shapes. Several dozen sausages tight 2-foot-wide submerged passages. through a tiny drainage pipe. The cowl of
hanging from the ceiling emanate an intense With the exception of the Coenoby the fireplace in the northwest corner has
and pleasant smell of smoked meat. (area 16), no guards patrol this area. a very large flue, which could be ascended

by a PC to reach the surface (area F).
Preserved foods of all kinds (cheese, sau- 16. The Coenoby

sages, honey, and hardtack) are stored here. lB. The Titan's House
This enormous cave resembles some sort

13. DORmitoRY of underground village. The cave walls are This huge cave resembles the Coenoby, but
finely hewn and the floor paved with smooth is in a state of century-old abandonment. It

This spartan dormitory contains four beds and slabs of stone. Many artificial and natural pil- looks like a surface structure once stood here,
four wooden cupboards with three shelves lars support the relatively low ceiling fifteen a cluster of stone houses that were buried
each. Four rucksacks sit on the shelves. feet above. Wooden doors on the cave's walls under a million tons of rubble a long time

lead to a circle of underground dwellings, the ago. In the labyrinth of ceiling-high sections
During the day, the four bodyguards lodgings of gladiators during the Champion's of ruined walls, the only remarkable feature

stationed in area 11 sleep here. The ruck- Games. A pair of similar doors on the north is the idol that gives this cave its name, the
sacks contain unremarkable personal wall leads to a kitchen and an infirmary. An ten-foot-high, alabaster statue of a powerful
effects and belongings. underground stream runs in the middle, giant armed with a mattock. Now the silent

crossed by a wooden bridge that leads to a guardian of the Titan's House, the statue
14. Ki'tdlen dining area with two long tables. The rela- stands in an almost completely enclosed

tively fresh air, murals of famous gladiators space in the northeast part of the cave.
A large angular fireplace dominates this well- on the walls, and the soft illumination pro-
equipped, clean kitchen, where several metal vided by amber-colored light globes hanging The source of this catacomb of stone
grills and spits are neatly arranged. A circular from the ceiling makes this cave a true marvel buildings predates even the Free Cityitsel£
well sits in the southeast corner. A passage to of underground architecture. Built by an ancient cult of demon-worship-
the east leads to a small door, where a few, half- ers who performed human sacrifices on a
empty sacks of flour are stacked on the floor. The Coenoby was once an ancient cata- hillock above, all that remains are these

comb similar to the nearby Titan's House well-built but empty ruins.
The arena attendants prepare meals (area 18). Three years ago, Raknian remod- This catacomb is frequently visited by

here for themselves, the prisoners, and eled the Coenoby into the subterranean gladiators staying in the Coenoby after
the animals in area 6. guesthouse it is today. Especially designed the first day, as the rooms are a safe and

for the Champion's Games, the Coenoby relatively private place for meditation or for
15. CiRculaR Hallway can accommodate the twenty-four start- more carnal pursuits. The cave floor slopes

A series of identical stairwells, accessible ing teams with reasonable comfort. down to the south where a lo-foot-deep
through archways closed by steel gates, are Two groups of arena wardens are sup- pool of water is located. A submerged tun-
spaced evenly along the inner wall of this posed to keep an eye on the Coenoby dur- nel here once led up to area 19, a cavern that
hallway; each of these stairwells leads down ing the Champion's Games, but after day leads to a large network of ghoul warrens to
to area 23 and once led up to the arena 1 has come and gone, the majority of the the southeast. Raknian had his men install
above (although they've all been blocked guards here are tired and easily distracted, a large stone plug in this submerged tunnel
with stone). Other, lesser archways lead out when they're even present at all. Raknian to keep the ghouls out. The plug is visible
from the central ring to narrow, dusty and himself is so distracted by the coming from the surface with a DC 15 Spot check



a languid pace can be easily navigated by
most humanoids.

2.1. Sewage GRotto (EL 9)

This low-ceilinged grotto is completely

flooded by murky, foul-smelling water. Piles

of drenched rubbish, debris, and rotting flot-

sam bob everywhere. The dirty water flows out

constantly from a sloping sewer conduit on

the north wall. Thick sheets of rancid-looking

slime cling to the ceiling in pale yellow gobs.

This grotto is where the refuse thrown in

the pit of area 24 is dropped after a slow roll

down a sloping conduit to the north. The

water is fairly shallow at only 1 or 2 feet deep,

but the uneven ground makes for difficult

terrain. The ceiling is only 10 feet high.

Creatures: with the help ofhis a1kilith ally

(see area 30), Zahol has captured and con-

tained a group of four ochre jellies. These

oozes cling to the ceiling of this cave, and can

slither about with ease, reaching anything

ttom above with their pseudopods. They'll

pursue prey relentlessly ttom this chamber.

Ochre Jellies (4): hp 69; Monster

Manual 2°3.
Treasure: A DC 25 Search of this

room uncovers a severed arm on which

remains a,gauntlet of rust.

Creatures: A pack of ghasts dwells here
now. Zahol encountered the ghasts several
months ago and struck a deal with them-
in return for his disposing of nice ripe dead
bodies in this chamber on a weekly basis,
the ghasts serve him as guards to make
sure no one approaches the areas to the
northwest. There are nine ghasts here.

Ghasts (9): hp 29 each; Monster
Manual 119.

Stone Plug: 1 foot thick; Hardness 8;
hp 180; Break DC 34.

19. Ghas-cly
Conven-cion (EL 9)

Rubble and old bones of humans and ani-
mals clutter the floor of this fifteen-foot-high
cave. A terrible stench of decay hangs here.

This cave was once used by ancient
cultists as an ossuary for the bones of
sacrificed victims. The cave has been
frequented by corpse-eating undead for
centuries as a result, and is in fact the
northwestemmost portion of a large
and tangled warren filled with ghouls,
ghasts, and more terrible undead. The
extent and exact occupants of these tun-
nels are beyond the scope of this adven-
ture, but provide an interesting (and
dangerous) optional route of entry for
PCs who don't want to take the gladiator
route to infiltrate the arena.

20. Pool Cave

A shallow pool of water occupies the south-

ern part of thus fifteen-foot-high cave. Sev-

eral geometric graffiti are etched here and

there on the walls.

.2..2.. SeweR CoIIecOOR
This wretched space is filthy beyond imag-
ination, being a collector for several drain-
age pipes of the arena complex above. The
walls and ceiling are riddled with sewage
spouts of all sizes, and rancid water con-
stantly flows out of them.

This collector is accessible from the
Free City sewer system and a nearby
sewer access (area G). Zahol's personal
lavatory (area 30) is located directly above
the room, and its 6-inch-wide drain pipe
drops vertically into it.

The passage southeast of here once
connected to a central drainage well, but
it has been filled with rubble when Rak-
nian and Bozal created the chamber for
the ulgurstasta (area 32).This cavern is empty, but any amount

of loud noise or light is likely to attract
the ghouls from area 19 if they haven't
yet been encountered. The river leading
to the west is not completely submerged,
and as it is only 3 feet deep and flows at

23. CiRculaR Hallway
This 15- foot-high circu1ar hallway corresponds

to the one above(area1s~A1o-foot-widepas-

sage leads east to the Coenoby (area 16~



ShRine o.j:: Kyuss SPAWN OF Kvuss (3) CR 5 creatures become normal zombies. Spawn
This part of the complex is situated below CE Medium undead (and spawned zombies) are not under the
the Service Level but above the caverns. It Monster Manual II 186 control of their parent but usually follow after
originally served as a secret shrine forwor- Init -1; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Listen +0, whatever spwan created them. Any creature
ship ofKord by the origjnal builders of the Spot +6 that touches a spawn with an unarmed strike
arena, but when the above-ground struc- Aura fear (40 ft. radius, DC 14) or other natural weapon is immediately
ture changed ownership and was rebuilt Languages Common ,attacked by Id4 worms.
into its current configuration, lmowledge AC 11, touch 9, flat-footed 11 Curative Transformation (Ex): Remove curse

of this hidden shrine passed from view. hp 29 (4 HD); fast healing 5 or remove disease (or more powerful effects

Raknian discovered the shrine not long Immune undead traits that duplicate these spells) transforms a
after he became director, and when he Fort +1, Ref +0, Will +4 spawn of Kyuss into a normal zombie.
solidified his alliance with Bozal Zahol, he Weakness curative transformation Fear Aura (Su): Continuous effect in a 40-ft.
allowed the Kyuss cultist to take control of Spd 30 ft. radius, as a fear spell (panicked), Will negates
the shrine and make it his own. Melee slam +7 (ld6+6 plus worm and Kyuss' DC 14. A creature that makes its save against

Today, the entire place reeks of a charnel gift) or the aura is immune to it for 24 hours. Caster
house and is dark, except where otherwise touch +6 melee touch (o plus worm) level 7th. The DC is Charisma-based.
noted. All the doors of this level are modern Ranged worm +1 ranged touch (special) Kyuss' Gift (Su): Supernatural disease,
fixtures of strong wood, and open smoothly. Base Atk +2; Grp +6 incubation time 1 day. The disease deals

Special Atk create spawn, fear aura, Kyuss' gift Id6 Constitution and Id4 Wisdom damage
24. Pi-c Room Abilities Str 18, Dex 9, Con -, Int6, per day, manifesting as rotting flesh and

Wis 11, Cha 15 dementia. Healing magic has only half
This circular room has a five-foot-wide SQ turn resistance +2 effect on the victim, though remove disease

pit in the middle of the floor. An oil lamp Feats Toughness, Weapon Focus (slam) cures it normally. Fortitude DC 12.
hanging from the center of the ceiling illu- Skills Hide+O,jump +7, Move Silently +3, Spot +6
minates the pit. CreateSpawn{Su~ If a spawn of Kyuss hits with 26. Pump Room

a slam attack, as a free action it may transfer

The pit drops 15 feet down to a sewer a worm from its body to that of the target {it The north part of this room is occupied by a
conduct that slopes toward area 2.1 through may also do this as a touch attack or have a piece of ancient machinery built of stone and
a ramp of tiny waterfalls. Zahol uses the pit worm leap as a ranged touch attack with a metal, but seems not to have been in use for
to get rid of rubbish and to throw food to range of 10 feet). The worm is a Fine vermin centuries. The machinery is connected to the
his ochrejellies. Climbing the pit's slippery with AC 10 and 1 hit point. During this time, northeast wall by a very large pipe.
walls requires a DC 25 Climb check the worm can be killed by normal damage

or the touch of silver. On the spawn's next A DC 20 Knowledge (architecture
2.5. Co.t:J:in SooRage (El 8) turn, the worm burrows into the flesh of its and engineering) check reveals that this

target (creatures with natural armor +5 or machine was once a magical water pump
This square room contains three plain more are immune), making its way toward the capable of siphoning enormous quantities
wooden coffins. Two coffins lie along the brain and causing 1 hit point of damage per of water into a nearby conduit (the central
south wall, while a third has been placed in round until it reaches the brain Id4+1 rounds drainage well under the arena). Although
the north part of the room. Several empty later. When inside a victim, the worm can be the machine is broken, it still connects to
sacks are piled near the third coffin. destroyed by remove curse or remove disease (or the well (area 32.) by a horizontal, two-foot-

spells that duplicate these effects); dispel evil or wide lead pipe. A Small PC (or a Medium
These coffins are used to transport and neutralize poison delays its progress for 10d6 one making a DC 30 Escape Artist check)

contain bodies delivered to the shrine minutes. These spells affect multiple worms Can clamber into the machinery and tra-
from Raknian; they are all currently empty within the same victim. Worms cannot survive verse the pipe to an opening in the wall of
but show signs ofheavy use. The sacks are outside of a host for more than 1 round. A DC area 32. At that point, the PC fu1ds further
empty, but contain traces of sand. 20 Heal check extracts the worm and kills it. progress blocked by the force sphere created

Creatures: Three spawn ofKyuss guard Once the worm reaches the victim's brain, it by the Apostolic ScroUs(see sidebar). Although
this chamber. These nasty undead were inflicts Id2 points of temporary Intelligence the PC likely cannot progress further, he is
once prisoners, but Bozal Zahol claimed damage per round until it is destroyed or nonetheless presented with a terrifying view
them and transformed them into spawn the victim reaches 0 Intelligence, at which of the semi-dormant ulgurstasta within.
using Kyuss worms. A spawn of Kyuss point the host dies and rises as a spawn of
resembles a nearly skeletal zombie, save Kyuss Id6+4 rounds later. Small, Medium, 27. TRaining Hall (El 11)
that it is infested with writhing green and Large creatures become spawn of Kyuss
worms that bulge and drip from its eyes as described above; smaller creatures quickly The air in this large hall is particularly noi-
and mouth. putrefy rather than becoming spawn, larger some. The northern wall is almost completely



covered by the remains of a wooden book- and power until the right moment, much Spells Prepared (CL 11th, ranged touch +8)
shelf, whose contents have long ago crum- like a chrysalis. The glowing beam oflight 6th-antilife shell, harmD (DC 20)
bled to dust The southem part of the aisle is is a manifestation of the link between 5th-slay livingD (DC 19), spell resistance,
occupied by dusty pieces of ancient, ruined the Apostolic Scrolls and the sphere of summon monster V
machinery that may have once comprised force in area 32; it can be passed through 4th-cure critical wounds, death wardD,
sets of semi-automated combat dummies. without ill effect, and blocking its path divine power, summon monster IV

does nothing to interrupt the effect. The 3rd-contagionD(DC 17), blindness/deafness
This chamber was once used by the Apostolic Scrolls themselves are under (DC 17), dispel magic, invisibility purge,

faithful of Kord as a training hall, but a temporal stasis effect, and cannot be speak with dead, summon monster III
now their once-impressive dueling moved, damaged, or otherwise interacted 2nd-death knelID(DC 16), cure moderate
machines are ruined and broken. with until the entire effect is removed. wounds, resist energy, shatter (DC 15),

Creatures: Bozal Zahol uses this large See area 32 for details on how the PCs summon monster II, undetectable alignment
chamber as a "barracks" for the undead he's might be able to undo this effect. lSt-command (DC 14), cure light wounds (2),
created since he moved in. Raknian sus- Bozal has placed an unhallow spell in this doom (DC 15), inflict light woundsD (DC 15),
pects Bozal has been stockpiling an undead chamber, which creates a zone of silence for protection from good, sanctuary (DC 14)
army, but as long as he can deliver on his all non-worshipers ofKyuss in this room. o-cure minor wounds, detect magic, detect
promises, Raknian doesn't really care. Creature: If the PCs arrive here during poison, guidance, read magic, resistance

Currently, this chamber contains a sin- the night, Bozal Zahol stands before the D: domain spell; Domains: Death, Destruction
gle mohrg and six spawn of Kyuss. The altar, meditating on the Apo$tolic Scrolls Spell-Like Abilities (CL 11th)
undead wait patiently for commands, and communicating telepathically with l/day-darkness
but are intelligent enough to recognize the semi-dormant ulgurstasta to learn Abilities Str 12, Dex 10, Con 12, Int 12,
intruders for what they are and attack at its unfathomable dark secrets. Wis 17, Cha 12
once. One of the spawn of Kyuss breaks Bozal Zahol is ,a middle-aged tiefling SQ spontaneous casting (inflict spells)
away from combat to shamble north to with a flaccid and misshapen figure. His Feats Combat Casting, Iron Will, Spell Focus
warn Bozal while the remaining undead fiendish ancestry is evident in the unnat - (necromancy), Weapon Focus (club)

do their best to ruin the PCs. urally green, almost fluorescent color of Skills Bluff +3, Concentration +10, Craft
Mohrg: hp 91; Monster Manual 189. his eyes, his twitching tail, the vestigial (painting) +6, Diplomacy +6, Hide -2,
Spawn of Kyuss (6): hp 29 each; see horns on his brow, and his hoofed feet. Knowledge (arcana) +6, Knowledge (history)

page 54. Zahol expects the cult ofKyuss to grow +6, Knowledge (religion) +9, Spell craft +8
considerably after the Age of Worms Possessions combat gear, +1 chainmail, +1

28. AI'taR Roan (EL 11) begins, and plans on being one of the light fortification light wooden shield, +1
leaders of the cult. unholy club, periapt of health, a strand of

Two braziers in the northeast and southeast prayer beads, jade holy symbol of Kyuss
corners light this rectangular room. A simple BOZAL ZAHOL CR 11 worth 100 gp, ring of keys
altar of stone sits in the middle of the east Male tiefling cleric 11 (Kyuss)
wall, facing a large set of stone double doors N E Mediu m outsider (native) Tactics: IfBozal has advance warning that
to the west. On the altar is a scroll, which Monster Manual 209 the PCs are nearby, he immediately casts anti-
glows with an unnatural green light. A writh- Init +0; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Listen +3, life shelL Once this is up, he casts death ward,
ing green beam of light emanates out of Spot +3 speU resistance, inviSJ'bility pur.ge, resist ener!JY (of
these scrolls to strike the doors to the west, Languages Abyssal, Common, Infernal a type the PCs have used in any gladiatorial
bathing them in the same green glow. AC 18, touch 10, flat-footed 18 battles so far), and shield offaith.

hp 64 (11 HD) Bozal then moves toward the sound
After Loris Raknian sealed his unholy Resist cold 5, electricity 5, fire 5 of battle, at which point he begins sum-

deal with Bozal Zahol and procured a copy Fort+8,Ref+3,WiIl+12 moning monsters to add to the fray.
of the Apostolic Scrolls from the illithid Spd 20 ft. If forced into melee, he starts by cast-
Zyrxog, Bozal used a ritual in the scroll Melee +1 unholy club +11/+6 (ld6+2) ing divine power and then fights until
to conjure a massive undead monster Base Atk +8; Grp +9 brought below 20 hit points, at which
called an ulgurstasta from its lair far to Atk Options smite l/day (+4 on attack rolls, point he uses his darkness spell-like abil-
the north in the Wormcrawl Fissure into +11 damage) ityto retreat, heal, and return to combat.
a special underground chamber nearby Special Atk death touch l/day (11d6), rebuke If Bozal is reduced to fewer than 5 hit
(area 32). The ritual created a special undead 4/day (+3, 2d6+12, 11th) points, he loses his nerve and takes a
containment sphere of force around the Combat Gear potion of cure serious wounds, standard action to release the ulgurstasta
creature, putting it into a semi-dormant scroll of restoration, scroll of heal, brooch in area 32, cursing the PCs at the same
state that not only protects it from outside of shielding (35 points), wand of inflict time and promising them "the true wrath
molestation but allows it to grow in size moderate wounds (32 charges) of Kyuss" for forcing his hand early.



29. BozaI ZahoI's Room
(EL 10 OR 11)

A central pillar of green marble carved in

the likeness of a segmented worm supports

the ceiling of this square room. The room is

dimly lit by a single incense burner that sheds

a sweet, fruity aroma. The room is lined with

woolen tapestries depicting coiling green

worms, and contains a bed, an armchair, and

a cupboard. Nearthe bed is a small nightstand

and an ornate, elongated trunk.

The cupboard contains the personal effects
and clothing of a traveling cleric, including
an ebony walking stick, a dark traveling out-
fit, and a rucksack On the bedside table are
a hooded lantern, a jug of red wine, a clay
cup, and a pair of round goggles with smoky
quartz for lenses. The trunk is locked (Open
Locks DC 25) and trapped.

The trunk is an art object both dis-
gusting and fascinating, and emanates
an aura of abjuration and necromancy if

\ - -~
~~BozaJ

Zahol

subjected to detect maJJic. Made of darkwood

and bound with steel, the trunk measures

36X18X18 inches. A steel plaque represent-

ing a screaming skull infested by worms,

the unholy symbol of Kyuss, is nailed to

the lid. The side panels are painted in tones

of black and green with a cycle of apoca-

lyptic images that runs around the trunk

like a fiieze. The images are divided into

two horizontal strips, underground and

aboveground, by a cutaway of the earth's

crust. Underground, the horrible figure of

a man made of worms lies imprisoned in a

huge stone monolith. The figure has been

represented in perspective on all the trunk's

four sides. Huge green worms writhe in the

surrounding caverns and break through

the cavern's crust to invade the aboveg-

round part of the paintings, where a sickly

green light illuminates a blasted landscape.

There, the writhing worms tower over a

population of monstrous undead and

naked, terrified victims..

Creature: If the PCs explore the com-

plex during the day, they find Bozal Zahol

resting in his room, either lying on the

bed in a nightmare-filled sleep ~o%) or

relaxing in the armchair and "sharing"

cup of wine with the room's other occu-

pant~o%).
When Raknian murdered Lahaka a year

ago, he called on Bozal for aid in

destroying the body. Bozal

was only too happy to do

so, and told Raknian

later he destroyed her

body by feeding her to

the a1ki1ith in area 3°.
, In fact, Bozal did no

such thing. He instead
I

animated Lahaka as a

zombie as a strange

sort of insurance pol-

icy. He commanded the

zombie to head up to Rak-

nian's Palace if she doesn't

see Bozal for 24 hours. Bozal

wasn't sure at first how much

\ he could trust Raknian, so if the direc-

tor turned on him this zombie would
, soon thereafter show up in his house to

cause possibly irreparable political dam-

age, depending on whom she attacked

first Until such a time, Bozal uses Lahaka's

zombie as a silent drinking partner

and servant An investigation of the zombie

(DC 15 Heal check or DC 20 Search check)

reveals that she was killed by stranguJation;

even now, a year after her death, her undead

flesh still bears the angty red indentation on

her neck &om Raknian's distinctive serpent-

styled rin.g ofprotection +2. Anyone who's inter-
acted with Raknjan can make the connection

with a successful DC 21 Wisdom check.

Bozal Zahol: hp 64; see page 55.

Human Zombie: hp 16; Monster

Manual 266.

Trap: The trunk's steel lock was warded

by Zahol's mentor (a monstrous high

priest of Kyuss) with a particularly hor-

rific magical trap. Anyone who opens the

chest without uttering a complex prayer to

Kyuss must make a DC 20 Will save. Suc-

cess means that the character only takes 2

points of Constitution damage as a foul

green worm bursts from his flesh near

where he touched the chest to drop onto

the floor and turn to goo. On a failed save,

the lock snaps shut and the character's body

winks out of the Material Plane, leaving all

clothing and equipment behind Immedi-

atelyafter, a tiny representation of the char-

acter, naked and helpless, appears on one of

the trunk's side panels as one of the victims

of the undead horde. While trapped in the

chest's painting, the character experiences

continuous, sanity-blasting nightmares,
ensnared in the writhing dreams ofKyuss.

This is a necromantic effect.

Each hour the character remains trapped,

he takes Id4 points ofIntelligence, Wisdom,

and Charisma drain. When one of these

ability scores reach zero, the character's

iInage on the trunk animates long enough

to be eaten by the worms, and is then gone.

The trapped character can be freed with a

successful dispel 1na,gic against caster level

20th. Alternately, antimagic, dispel evil,ftee-

dom, miracle, Mordenkainen's disjunction, or

wish cast on the trunk can rescue the char-

acter-once the iInage is gone, only miracle,

true resurrection, or wish can return him to

life. Upon being rescued from the terrible

trap, the character reappears next to the box,

naked and and unconscious.

The trapped trunk can be disabled with a

DC 35 Disable Device check; doing so frees

any trapped characters as detailed above.

Destroying the chest also frees any trapped

characters, but each time a creature damages



the chest (from any range), it must make a room to help Zahol anywhere elSe in the Cloudkill Form (Su): As a full-round action, an
DC 20 Will save as ifhe tried to open it. complex even if it hears the sounds of alkilith can assume the form of a cloud of

Dreams ofKyuss Trap: CR 10; Hardness combat. The alkilith surges out of its urn noxious green vapor. The alkilith is gaseous
8; hp 60; Break DC 30; magic device; touch the instant it sees or hears anything on the (as if by the gaseous form spell) in this form,

trigger; automatic reset; Will DC 20 to take other side of the curtain. and anyone inside the cloud suffe~ as if from
2 Con damage and resist above effects; a cloudkill spell at caster level 11th. Returning
Search DC 30; Disable Device DC 35. ALKILITH DEMON CR 14 to solid form is a full-round action.

Treasure: The trunk contains a bag of300 CE Medium outsider (chaotic, evil, Summon Tanar'ri (Sp): Once per day, an
gp, four deep green spinels worth 100 gp extraplanar, tanar'ri) alkilith may attempt to summon 1 hezrou
each, three aquamarines worth 500 gp each, Fiend Folio 46 with a 50% chance of success.

a potion of cure moderate wounds, a scroll of Init+7; Sensesdarkvision 60ft.; Listen +19, Spot +19

death ward, two scrolls of etherealjaunt, three Languages Abyssal, Common; telepahty 100 ft. Tactics: The alkilith's first action when
doses of dust of tracelessness, seven blocks of AC 23, touch 17, flat-footed 16; can't be flanked it sees trouble is to prepare an action to
exotic incense worth 200 gp each, two blocks hp 82 (11 HD); DR IS/good, half damage use cone of cold once anything pulls aside
of incense of meditation, a wand of restoration from bludgeoning attacks the curtain. Otherwise, it pulls the curtain

with 36 charges, and a Muryland's spoon. Lastly, Immune acid, critical hits, electricity, aside itself once at least three people are in
three vials containing oil of fJentile repose each harmful gas, paralysis, poison, polymorph, the northern portion of the room (and thus
contain a Kyuss wonn. These worms are in sleep, stench, stu n n i n g can be exposed to the trap). Its first action
stasis-if exposed to the air they live for one Resist cold 10, fi re 10; SR 23 then is to fill the room with a stinkirIfJ cloud.
round and try to infest any living creature (or Fort +10, Ref +14, Will +10 The alkilith then uses wall of ice to block
corpse) they can reach. Spd 40 ft. ranged fighters and spellcasters from

Melee 4 slams +19 (ld8+3 plus acid) targeting it and uses enervation and addi-
30. Kyuss's Visage (El14) Base Atk +11; Grp +14 tional cones of cold at anyone still nearby.

Special Atk cloud kill form, summon tanar'ri It continues using spell-like abilities until
A brazier in the northwest corner lights this Spell-Like Abilities (CL 11th, ranged touch +18) attacked in melee, at which point it fights
rectangular room. A green and black check- At wi I l-contagion (DC 20), desecrate, detect back with its acidic slams. If reduced to
ered curtain hanging from a steel bar fixed magic, dispel magic, ene/1iation,greaterteleport fewer than 25 hit points, the alkilith tele-
near the ceiling conceals the south wall. (self plus maximum load of objects only), ports into the passageway to the northjust

hold monster(DC 21), magic circle against beyond the secret door. It then assumes

A swiveling section of wall in the middle good, stinking cloud (DC 20), wall of ice (DC 21) cloudkill form and seeps back into this

of the north wall can be found with a DC 3fday-cone of cold (DC 221 unholy blight (DC 21) room to try to poison the characters. The

25 Search check. The passage beyond this Abilities Str 16, Dex 25, Con 16, Int 14, strictures of the planar ally spell prevent

secret door leads to a long corridor that Wis 17, Cha 15 the alkilifu from fleeing completely, but

ends in another secret door in the base- SQ command ooze ifbrought below 10 hit points it teleports
ment ofRaknian's palace (area D). Feats Alertness, Combat Reflexes, Weapon to area 28 to seek out Bozal for healing. If

The curtain itself is made of magically Finesse, Weapon Focus (slam) he's dead, the demon tries to collect the
enhanced spider silk; creatures on the Skills Bluff +16, Concentration +17, ochre jellies from area 2.2. for reinforce-

southern side can look through the cur- Diplomacy +20, Disguise +2 (+4 acting), ments. If this fails, it returns to patrol the
tain as if through thick fog (concealment Escape Artist +21, Hide +21, Intimidate shrine ofKyuss after attempting to sum-
applies to anything on the north side), +18, Listen +19, Move Silently +21, Sense mon a hezrou to aid it, hoping the PCs
whereas creatures from the north cannot Motive +17, Spot +19 have left but ready to fight to the death ifit

see through the curtain at all. It conceals the Acid (Su): Anyone struck by the alkilith's slam encounters them again.
southern section of the room where a six- must make a DC 18 Fortitude save or take Trap: A symbol offtar has been incorpo-
foot-tall black earthenware urn stands near an additionalld6 points of acid damage. rated into the mosaic on the wall. Zahol

the middle of the south wall. The south wall This acid damage continues over the incorporated a password that the alkilith
is completely filled with a mosaic of tiny next Id6 rounds. Additionally, each time uses to avoid being subjected to the symbol
green tiles depicting the horrible skull of a character fails a Fortitude save against Symbol of Fear: CR 7; spell; spell trig-
Kyuss. The urn is the resting place of an this attack, one of his items (determined ger; no reset; spell effect (symbol of fear,
amorphous demon: an alkilith summoned r~ndomly as if he had rolled a natural 11th-level cleric, DC 20 Will negates);
by Zahol with a planar ally spell. 1 on his saving throw) suffers the acid Search DC 31; Disable Device DC 31.

Creature: The alkilith has been used by damage as well. Treasure: The pinpoints of green

Zahol to "domesticate" the oChre jellies in Command Ooze (Sp): An alkilith can control light in the demigod's eye sockets on

area 2.1, and has been stationed as a guard the actions of any ooze within 60 feet as the mosaic have been rendered with two

in this room. The demon is not too happy a free action. The ooze is allowed a DC 17 emeralds worth 1,000 gp each. The spi-

with its servitude, and does not leave this Will save to resist. dersilk curtain is worth 250 gp.



31.la\1aooR)J A large portal of stone, covered with the obscene

depiction of an orgy of dead, worm-ridden

corpses blocks the passage. In the middle of

the macabre mass, a carving of the horrible skull

of Kyuss utters a silent scream of triumph.

Aura 40-fl:. (tendrils)

Language Common (cannot speak)

AC 23, touch 14, flat-footed 20

hp 204 (17 HD); DR 10/magic piercing

Immune acid, cold, undead traits

SR21

Fort +7, Ref +8, Will +13

This small room contains a latrine and a
porcelain washbasin. A silver pitcher lies on
the floor near the washbasin.

Note that the portal is withill the contain-

ment sphere that protects the ulgurstasta,

and cannot touched by anyone but Bozal

Zahol (see "The Apostolic Scrolls" sidebar).

This containment sphere created by the

Apostolic Scrolls is a shell with a diameter

of 20 feet that protects the monster as its

power increases. The shell is impervious to

all attacks and most magic (including dimen-

sional and planar effects), and exists both in

the Material Plane and Ethereal Plane.

The ulgurstasta within the sphere has

already achieved its full growth-all that it

waits for now is the moment when Bozag

releases it into the arena above. If the PCs

release it earlier (see the sidebar on how this

task can be accomplished~ it roars in rage

and immediately attacks anyone nearby.

The latrine drain drops directly over
a collector room of the Free City sewers
below (area zz).

Treasure: The silver pitcher is of elven
manufacture and is worth 30 gp.

Spd 70 ft.
Melee 2 bites +16 (3d6+16)

Space 20 ft.; Reach 20 ft.

Base Atk +8; Grp +29

Atk Options Cleave, Great Cleave, Power

Attack, improved grab (bite), swallow whole

Special Atk breath weapon, necromantic

acid, spawn of Kyuss

32. UIguRs'tas'ta
ChambeR

A huge, vaulted chamber lies ahead, dimly
illuminated by a green light. There a colos-
sal, disgusting behemoth similarto a gigan-
tic, yellowish grub lies on a heap of rubble,
bones, and rotting foulness. The creature
seems immersed in a magic slumber, and
its horrid body seems to pulsate with an

abominable, ever-increasing power.

Abilities Str 32, Dex 15, Con -, .lnt 18,

Wis 16, Cha 19

Feats Cleave, Combat Reflexes, Great Cleave, Great

Fortitude, Improved Initiative, Power Attack

Skills Intimidate +24, Knowledge (arcana)

+24, Knowledge (history) +24, Knowledge

(religion) +24, Knowledge (the planes)

+24, Listen +23, Search +24, Spot +23

Use the description above if the PCs
get a glimpse of the chamber from
area 2.6. If the PCs approach the cham-
ber from area 2.8, read the following
to describe the sealed portal outside
the ch:lmheT.

ApOSTLE OF Kvuss CR 13
Enhanced ulgurstasta

CE Gargantuan undead

Fiend Folio 180

Init-l6: Senses darkvision 60ft.: Usten+23. Soot +23

Breath Weapon (Su): Ijday; 60-foot cone of

necromantic acid; 3d6 Constitution drain (or

Id6 Constitution damage with a DC 18 Reflex

save). Creatures killed by this attack animate

in the next round as spawn of Kyuss (if

humanoid) or skeletons under the ulgurstasta's

control. Dormant undead in the ulgurstasta's



" The Aposrolic ScRolls
gut are vomited forth and animate as well
tth ' t ' (th' I rst stah 2 ' This minor artifact of the cult of Kyuss consists of a 5-foot-lon g sheet of vellum sewn to a paira IS Ime IS u gu a as spawn
f K d " k I d befo ' of darkwood rollers, Several copies of the scrolls are thought to exist, and all have the same

0 yuss an 'J s e etons create re Its ' d' h ' h h b' I' f h II I f ",h I h ' , h' , purpose-provi Ingt euserwlt t ea I ItytO contact one 0 t e ~posteso Kyuss soltcan
un oyen ancementlnltsgutatt IS time). 'fi ' h ' h II " b d ' I

, , perform a mass sacrl ce In onor of ItS master. T e scro s are written In A yssal an contain
For 24 hours after It uses Its breath weapon, a long and complex litany filled with horrific imagery and descriptions, Performing this ritual

no creatures swallowed by the ulgurstasta take takes 24 hours, but it can be split into three 8-hour shifts over the course of three days.

damage from necromantic acid. Once activated, the scrolls transport an ulgurstasta from the Wormcrawl Fissure to a

Necromantic Acid (Su): A swallowed victim single point within 100 feet of the scrolls as directed by the reader. The scrolls create a

takes Id8 points of Constitution drain each special containment sphere to protect the ulgurstasta during its growth period. The sphere

round, and animates as a spawn of Kyuss (if is a 20-foot radius sphere of force similar to a wall of force. The scrolls themselves are

humanoid) or skeleton upon death. Undead protected by temporal stasis, and the two are connected by a beam of writhing green light.

created in this manner remain dormant Each day that passes, the ulgurstasta gains Id8 hit points, up to the maximum allowed by
t ' l th I t st ' t th its hit dice (204 hit points for a 17-Hit-Die specimen). This hit point g ain is permanent. ;

un leu gurs a a voml s em up.

S fK (S ) . A fi II d ct ' During this stage, anyone who touches the scrolls can "feel" the ulgurstasta's evil mind

pawn 0 yuss u. sa u -roun a Ion, d " h ' I h' II h I ' d -c h fi II ' d an can communicate Wit It te epat Ica y. T e u gurstasta IS rea y to pellorm t e na
an u gurstasta can vomit ormant undead rt ' fth ' t I ' t h ' h ' t '

t' , ,po Ion 0 e rl ua once I reac es maximum I poln s
In ItS gut. For Id6 rounds after being The containment sphere is invisible, and feels like a cold, transparent barrier of

regurgitated, these undead are covered rubbery material. The reader of the scrolls who created the sphere can touch it safely,

with necromantic acid and deal 1 point of but any other creature who touches it takes 12d6 points of damage from negative

Constitution drain with each successful energy (DC 20 Fortitude save for half damage).

attack In addition to their normal damage. The reader of the ApDstolic Scrolls can cause the sphere to vanish at any time as a

Swallow Whole (Ex): An ulgurstasta can swallow standard action. The sphere can also be destroyed in one of the following ways.

a single creature that is at least one size . The sphere can be destroyed with a disintegrate, MDrdenkainen's disjunction, rod Df

category smaller than itself by making a cancellation, miracle, wish, or a sphere Df annihilation

successful grapple check against a creature . The sphere can be destroyed by successful turn undead check. The cleric must make a

it has already grappled. Once inside, the DC 20 turn undead check, followed immediately by a DC 20 caster level check. Failure

victim is bathed in necromantic acid (see on either roll causes a backlash of negative energy that inflicts Id4 negative levels on the

above). A successful grapple check allows character. Success on both rolls weakens the sphere enough that a successful dispel magic

the swallowed creature to climb out of the cast at it in the next Id4 rounds against caster level 20th causes it to vanish.
stomach and return to the creature's maw, . If the original reader of the scrolls is slain, the ulgurstasta ceases to gain hit

where another successful grapple check is points and instead loses Id8 hit points per day until it reaches average hit points

d d t AI t I t for a specimen of its size. At this point, the sphere vanishes and the ulgurstasta isnee e 0 escape. terna e y, a crea ure can "" . ,
, ' h I, h I h' released Into the enVirons, likely In an extraordinarily foul mood.

try to cut ItS way out Wit a Ig t s as Ing , ' h' ,, .. If the reader of the scrolls releases the ulgurstasta once It has reached maximum It points,
weapon. Dealing a total of at least 25 points it shimmers with a green light and permanently gains the benefits of haste, shield Dffaith,

of damage to the stomach (AC 19) in this way and bul/'s strength (caster level 20th). Finally, an ulgurstasta enhanced in this manner now

creates an opening large enough to permit creates spawn of Kyuss rather than skeletons of any humanoid creature it swallows.

escape. Once a single swallowed creature . Each copy of the APDstolic Scrolls works only once. When the sphere of containment

exits, muscular action closes the hole. An is taken down and the ulgurstasta within is released, the scrolls become nonmagi-

ulgurstasta's gut can hold 2 Huge, 8 Large, cal. The lore within remains, however, and if consulted it grants a +4 bonus on any'

32 Medium, or 128 Small or smaller foes. Knowledge (religion) checks made about Kyuss and his cult.

Tendrils (Ex~ An angry ulgurstasta extrudes a Strong necromancy [evil]; CL 20th; Weight 1 lb.

whipping storm of millions of thin tendrils '.-0«.- -..
to a range of 40 feet. This storm of tendrils

renders the ulgurstasta immune to nonmagical has been weakened by Bozal, and it's only Auric begins, Bozal releases the ulgurstasta,

ranged weapon attacks and deals Id12 slashing a DC 24 Strength check to burst through which immediately begins hammering on

damage each round to any creature within into the arena above; with the ulgurstasta's the roof of area 32.. It makes a +11 Strength

40 feet. Creatures in this area other than the +11 Strength modifier, it'll escape into the check once per round against DC 24.

ulgurstasta take a -2 penalty on attack rolls. outside world soon enough. If it does, it Failure indicates a large section of ground

immediately runs amok in the arena and shakes and bulges upward ominously.

Tactics: If released, the ulgurstasta into the Free City beyond if not stopped Success indicates that the massive undead

becomes enraged. It cannot escape into worm plows up into the arena. The crowd

area 2.8, but attacks anyone it can reach PART FOUR: BLOOD falls silent for a stunned moment, and in

from area 32.. If it can't reach anyone, it OF A CHAM PION this silence Raknian steps up and shouts,

surges upward through the stone between If the PCs don't defeat Bozal Zahol, Event "Lo! The Apostle of Kyuss is among us!

the top of this chamber and the battle- 7 quickly transfonns into a scene of hor- THERE! THERE ARE THE CHAMPIONS

field of the arena above. The roof above ror. One round after the final battle with YOU SEEK!" As the ulgurstasta roars and



Raknian points at the gladiators below, the himself the night before the final battle they find both Eligos and Pollard are
audience erupts into a riot of panic. when he tries to contact Bozal to make quite dead-their killers are nowhere to

The Apostle ofKyuss' goal in this battle sure everything is in place to proceed. In be found. Okoral himself fades into the
is to swallow Auric (or any other charac- this event, Raknian himself procures a rod shadows once Raknian falls from promi-
ter with at least one level in fighter) and of cancellation from contacts in the black nence, and may hold a grudge against the
transform him into a spawn of Kyuss. market and releases the ulgurstasta himself PCs in the future.
Once it does so, the final conditions of during the final games, leaving the ceremo- A search of the estate turns up one
the ritual Raknian and Bozal performed nies themselves to Talabir to perform. item of interest. With a DC 20 Search
fall into place. Three things happen in The best solution to this adventure is check, the party discovers a bundle of
rapid succession at this point: for the PCs to destroy both Bozal and the notes and observations that catalog what

ulgurstasta before the final games. If the Eligos has learned of the Age of Worms.
. The ulgurstasta is immediately healed PCs manage this, Raknian morosely car- This bundle is kept in a small coffer on

back to maximum hit points. ries through with the rest of the games, the shelf ofEligos's study and was simply
. The spirits of the myriad dead that have but his actions are noticeably subdued overlooked by Okoral in his rush to do

died in the Free City Arena rise up, a wail- and depressed. The evening after the final the job and get out. A note on the top
ing, writhing blanket of rage and nec- games, he retreats to his personal cham- of this bundle is addressed to Allustan,
romantic ruin. All creatures still within bers, gathers his gear, and slips out of the and reads, "My dear friend Allustan-
the arena immediately suffer 1d4 nega- Free City to start a new life elsewhere. What your adventurers have stumbled
tive levels before the spirits fade away. into sickens me to my soul. Every new
Creatures drained to zero levels by this CON CLUDING leafl turn reveals an even darker secret.

burst of necromantic power die, only TH E ADVENTURE Here are my notes. You must take them

to rise as wights 1d4 rounds later. The As long as the PCs prevent the tragedy of to our one-time master-although I fear
repercussions of thousands of wights in the mass sacrifice from occurring, they that even he may be ill-equipped for
the Free City are grim indeed. still have a chance to win the final prize what writhes in all of our futures. Until. Raknianhimselfcriesoutintriumphant money. Raknian is likely not the one to then..."The note is not finished.
pain as Kyuss, pleased with the display hand out the award, but Talabir Welik is For now, the PCs should be able to rest
of power and faith, grants his wish for only too happy to honor the PCs with easy. They've likely not only prevented a
immortality and transforms Raknian their rightful prize. terrible tragedy from striking the heart
into a death knight This undead tem- If the PCs discovered Labaka's zombie of the Free City, but may have become
plate is detailed on page 20'] of the Mon- in area 29, Ekaym is devastated. Still, he Champions themselves. Certainly, the
steT Manual II, but exact stats for the new honors his agreement and allows the PCs events at this year's Champion's Games
Raknian are likely unecessary at this to take the full award for their success are on the tongues of everyone in the city.
point His first action upon becoming a in the Campion's Games. If the zombie Give the PCs some time to bask in their
death knight is to summon a nightmare, is still animated, he destroys it and then newfound fame and glory. They may feel
mount it, and then flee into the Etheral returns with the body south to the city of that they've come to a dead end in their
Plane. In this event, Raknian travels north Cauldron to see about having his beloved investigations into the truth behind the
to the Wormcrawl Fissure to join Kyuss' sister brought back to life (or at the very Age of Worms, but this is not the case.
undead legions there-he may appear least, buried in the Hall of Carvings in If they don't find the package of notes
later in the campaign to torment the PCs the village of Redgorge). Eligos prepared for Allustan, the PCs
further, but for now, the director of the Yet despite the PCs' successes (or in soon learn of another reason to return
Free City Arena is out of the picture. addition to their failures) one last trag- to Diamond Lake.

edy waits to be discovered. It seems that a dragon has come to town.
Ideally the PCs can kill the ulgurstasta At some point during the Champion's

before this tragic event takes place. If the Games, Raknian learns troubling news. A PPEN D I X:
PCsmanage to defeattheulgurstasta,Rak- It seems that a notable sage named Eli- NEW MONSTER
nian is dumbfounded for a few moments gos has been asking around about Kyuss,
but quickly recovers. He flees back to his the Apostolic Scrolls, and the Age ofWoms. FRoghemot:h
palace and then tries to flee the city, dis- At Bozal's urging, Raknian sends his Huge Aberration (Aquatic)
graced and on the run. You might wish to cohort Okoral on an assassination mis- Hit Dice: 20d8+120 (210 hp)
have him surface later in the campaign, sion against the sage. Okoral takes along Initiative: +5
perhaps as a fugitive hiding in the city of a couple of elite guards to help with the Speed: 20 ft., swim 50 ft.
Alhaster in "The Prince ofRedhand." job, and has little trouble invading the Armor Class: 21 (-2 size, +1 Dex, +12 natu-

If the PCs defeat Bozal but leave the sage's home the night before the Final ral), touch 9, flat-footed 20-
ulgurstasta in its sphere of force, Raknian Battle and murder$ him in his sleep. Base Attack/Grapple: +15/+35
learns of the unfortunate turn of events Should the PCs return to Eligos's house, Attack: Tentacle +25 melee (2d6+12)



SCAliNG THE ADVENruRE .
Skills: Hide +7*, Jump +22*, LIsten +5, Combat c

"The Fireplace Level" is designed for a Spot +17 The froghemoth is a terror in battle,
group of four 9th-level characters, but Feats:Alertness, Improved Initiative, Improved charging toward prey with great thun-
with a little work it can be adapted for Natural Attack (tentacle~ Iron Will, Great derous bellows. It attacks with its tongue,
use by 7th-8th-level characters or 10th- Fortitude, Multiattack, Skill Focus (Hide) tentacles, and bite, often splitting these
11th-level characters. Simply adjust all Environment Temperate swamp attacks between different targets in a
N PC character levels up or down as Organization: Solitary or pair desperate gluttonous attempt to gather
appropriate by a number equal to that Challenge Rating: 13 up as much food as it can. Stupid to a
which the average party level of your Treasure: None fault, a froghemoth rarely if ever breaks
group deviates from 9. Don't forget to Alignment: Always neutral off combat to escape possible death.

. modify the amount of treasure found Advancement: 21-2.4 HD (Huge), 25-40 Improved Grab (Ex): To use this ability,

in the adventure appropri~tely. Specific HD (Gargantuan), 410:..60 HD (Colossal) the froghemoth must hit with its tentacle
changes to the adventure Include: or tongue attack. It can then attempt to

7th-8th-level parties: Remove one of This monster is hu,ge and weird. Va,guelyfro,g- start a grapple as a free action without pro-
the archers from Arcane Auriga, one of like in shape, it has four writhin,g tentacles in voking an attack of opportunity. If it wins
the halberdiers from Badl~nds Revenge, place of front le,gs. Its head is mostly mouth, the grapple check, it establishes a hold and
and one of the mercenaries from Sap- and its mouth is mostly teeth. A retractable immediately inflicts constriction damage.
ph ire Squad. Take away Pi,tch Blade's stalk protrudes from the front of its head, at It can attempt to swallow whole a grappled
potions of fly and barksk,n. Replace the end of which stare three bulbous eyes. The opponent in the following round.
froghemoth with a 10- or II-headed massive thin,g is a dark ,green save for its belly, Powerful Bite (Ex): A froghemoth's jaws
pryohydra. Remove one of the flesh which is pale. A powerfill ton,gue tipped with are extraordinarily powerful. Even though
golems from Auric's warband. Rep!~ce barbs lolls wetly from its mouth. its bite is a secondary attack, it applies 1-
the alkilith demon with a 16-HD bebilith 1/2 times its Strength modifier to damage
and replace the enhanced ulgurstasta in The dread froghemoth is a dangerous done with its bite. Its bite threatens a criti-. area 32 with an ordinary ulgerstasta. and powerful predator that has few natu- cal hit on a natural roll of 18-20.

loth-11th-level parties: Add an archer ral enemies. The presence of a froghe- Swallow Whole (Ex~ A froghemoth can

to Arcane Auriga, a halberdier to 8ad- moth in a swampland typically manifests try to swallow a grabbed opponent of up
lands revenge, and a third barbarian to in a marked decrease in any other large to two size categories smaller by making a
Pitch Blade. Advance Froghemoth by swamp-dwelling animals or monsters. successful grapple check Once inside, the

f 6-8 Hit Dice (making it Gargantuan) The creature's croaking roar can be victim takes 2d6+u points ofbludgeoning
and have on of Raknian's mages cast heard for miles. damage plus 1d8+4 points of acid damage
stoneskin on it before the fight begins. Froghemoths have not always plagued perround.Aswallowedcreaturecancutits
Replace the flesh golems in Auric's War- the swamps of the world. The first froghe- way out using a light slashing or piercing
band with stone golems. Replace the moth was encountered in a strange unnat- weapon by dealing 25 points of damage to
ochre jellies in area 21 with black pud- ural cavern deep in the Barrier Peaks by a thefroghemoth'sstomach(AC13~Oncethe
dings, and add two additional mohrgs groupofadventurers,butnewsofitsferoc- creature exits, muscular action closes the
to area 27. Advance the Alkilith demon ity spread quickly and attracted the atten- hole; another swallowed opponent must
by 4 Hit Dice. Make Bozal Zahol a half- tions ofall manner of collectors, hunters, cut its own way out.
fiend instead of a tiefling, and give the and cultists from around the world. The A Huge froghemoth's stomach can hold
ulgurstasta the evolved undead template discovery of several banks of huge, pre- 4 Medium, 8 Small, 16 Tiny, 32 Diminu-
from Libris Mortis page 99. served, yet still viable froghemoth eggs tive, or 64 Fine or smaller opponents.

made a small group of adventuring mer- Partial Electrical Immunity (Ex): The
FuDAttack: 4 tentacles +25 melee (2d6+12) chants quite rich until they were murdered froghemoth is partially immune to elec-

and tongue +23 melee (ld8+6) and bite and their remaining supply of eggs were trical damage. Each time it would ~or-
+23 melee (2d6+18/18-20) stolen by intolerant cultists of an obscure mally take dama~e from an .el~ctr1cal

SpacejReach: 15 ft./15 ft. (30 ft. with tongue) hopping deity of the swamps. Thisparticu- attack, it takes no damage but IS mstead
Special Attacks: Constrict 2d6+12 (tenta- Jar sect of cultists made it their mission to slow~dfor 1 round.. .

cle) or 1d8+6 (tongue), improved grab, introduce these eggs to numerous swamp- Skills: A froghemoth gallS a +16 ~~
powerful bite, swallow whole lands throughout the world. And unfortu- bo~us on J~P checks. In sv.:ampyterram It

Special Qualities: Amphibious, darkvi- nately for the denizens of these swamps, gams a +8 racial bonus on hide checks. ~
sion 60 ft., partial electrical immunity, the froghemo~s are thriving. To~y, v.:hile. ., . ..
resist fire 30 still rare, stones of froghemoth sightings Tlto Leah s prevIous credIts In Du~,geon

Saves: Fort +14, Ref +7, Will +17 can be heard throughout the world. include "Irandel," "The S,~venth Arm, and
Abilities: Str 35, Dex 12, Con 23, Int 1, A froghemoth stands 18 feet tall and "The Demonskar Le,gacy (part four of the

Wis 16, Cha 13 weighs 5 tons. Shackled City Adventure Path).












